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Editorial
It is traditional on the occasion of the Boston CollegeHoly Cross football game, to review some of the outstanding
figures in past encounters between the two schools, and to
compare them to the present members of our team. These
athletic heroes have certainly not been neglected in this issue
of the Heights. Feeling that they have been given thenproper due in other sections of the paper, we would like to

discuss another element in the background of this sports
classic.
The influence of a well-known, successful football team
on the public is almost unbelievably wide. If anyone doubts
this, he may simply take the time to stop and watch a sand
lot football game and listen to the names that are shouted
." "Here's Al Morro
about. "Watch me, I'm Maznicki.
." "Boy, I'm telling you,
breaking up an off-tackle play.
Doherty couldn't have thrown a better pass."
.

.

The more ritualistic aspects of
American lhanksgiving having been properly disposed of, and
ciie public pride bulwarked for the
time being by glowing newspaper
accounts of how many pounds of
turkey, tons of potatoes, and gallons of coffee have been distributed
for charity, we may feel ourselves
free to turn to the distressingly
important task of computing exactly how much is accomplished by
this great holiday show.
Since we were noc giving thanks
for the blessings of one day only,
we must j'udge our benefits by that
which we have received throughout the year.
The very idea of Thanksgiving
implies a certain humility on our
part. That is, in thanking some
one for a favour clone, we admit
that we are in the debt of that person for something that he had in
his power to grant.
On our
Thanksgiving celebration, in which
we give thanks to God for His blessings, we should rightly show humility to a higher power, in the
appreciation of the fact that He
has given to us something utterly
beyond our own ability to acquire.
The
that we receive in life
are diverse. Men are set apart by
prosperity, by health, by particular skills, by varying environments, and by many other factors.
To what degree should men be
thankful for their possession of
these gifts ?
From Revelation we know that
no human soul at the time of its
conception has any greater value
than that of another human soul.
We are also assured that each individual soul shall have a fair
chance for salvation.
We know
that, besides the Divine Command
that he must love God for the sake
of savin."- his soul, man has also
the obligation of love for his neighbour.
With these basic concepts in
mind, we may go on with our considerations.
As all souls are
equally valuable in the sight of
God, and as man's collective purpose is the salvation of souls, it is
quite obvious that the material
blessings mentioned above are only
of use to us insofar as they will
avail us of our eternal end.
No man is materially wealthy or
highly intelligent, or very popular,
because he deserves such a status.
Every man is born into the world
alone and singularly unencumbered. In the final analysis he will
be judged only on his stewardship
over that which he has had since
birth.
We should then be thankful for
the possession of material gifts to
that degree that they have helped
us toward our own salvation and
towards our fulfilling our responsibility in helping others toward
their salvation. This does not
make Thanksgiving a selfish thing
in which we attempt to pick and
choose such graces of God as we
wish to accept.
If that Thanksgiving which we
observed last week is to mean anything more to us than thanking
God before we started a pagan
worldly festival, then we must
know for what we are indebted to
Him.
Since wealth, social position, or
intelligence are not of themselves
sufficient to avail us of our destiny, we must be thankful for the
good use that we have been allowed to put them to. Intelligence,
for instance, was not given to some
as a mere gesture. It was given
to them that they might utilize it
for the greater good of mankind.
If a man has had superior mental
powers bestowed on him, he should
be thankful for the opportunity
that his powers have given him to
help society as a whole. If, by
oLir

.

.

Eavesdropping on the conversation of any group of high
school boys riding on the subway, in an amazingly large
number of instances their discussion will be taken up with
the T formation, split-bucks, and men in motion. In Boston,
such sessions will more than likely concern our own team.
The younger fellows not only admire the players' football
ability, but they also admire them as models of what they
would like to be themselves.

Aside from these prospective football players, our team
has many other admirers. Ranging from the factory workers
who take time off during lunch hour to study the sports page
reports of our team, to the good Sisters who, according to
newspaper reports, made up an avid part of the large audience that listened to the Sugar Bowl game last January, the
players have a most interesting group of fans.
When they go out on the field Saturday, they will have
a responsibility to fulfill toward their followers. Every block
or tackle that they make will register on the loyal group that
has adopted them as their own. The boys have a great trust
to maintain. This trust had its beginning in public recognition of their abilities in action. We know that they will be
worthy of that trust if they play the dynamic type of game
that they have shown themselves to be capable of playing.
We hesitate to bore the students with something that
they have heard too often before. We all know that the cheering of the student section has lacked coherence and volume
throughout the whole season.

It is the problem of the students. If they want to enjoy
themselves more and, at the same time help the team, they
can co-operate.
R. J. B.

(Continued on Page 14)

By ED WEISS

As you may have noticed by now the entire issue this week is
devoted to the football game we won't mention it at all. Everybody
knows B.C. is playing Holy Cross and besides all the other columnists will have something to say about it. Furthermore all your
friends will be at the game tomorrow, that is, unless they are working in the Supreme Market. For a perfect week-end we recommend
the Victory Dance tomorrow night. Even the Soph honors and Junior
pre-meds will be permitted to lay their books aside for at least one
evening. N.B. Classes as usual Monday morning.

The appearance of the latest Stylus has prompted another
review by those TOP-NOTCH critics, Galligan and McElwee, which
you may find on page 9. We note with no little disappointment that
the Stylus has apparently decided to revert to their traditional
policy of disdain for the HEIGHTS. This is evident in the cartoon
which expresses contempt for this publication in no novel manner.
However, we would rather believe that Editor Joe Dever used this
cut for filler and neither endorses nor intends to continue this policy.
There are few students reading the bulletin board on Friday Noon.
We received a letter this week from our sea-going correspondent, ex-Managing Editor, and side-kick, Bill Connelly now of the
U. S. Navy. Bill's letter was stamped 'Naval Censor', which meant
that he couldn't give us any real news. Nevertheless the communication from Bill was as welcome as a £6 in Psych. Ensign Connelly even went so far as to express a favorable opinion of this
year's HEIGHTS which he receives by mail. It's a wonder the Navy
didn't censor that line.
The Dramatic Society is just about ready for their annual
Shakespearian production at Jordan Hall next week. A capable and
experienced cast headed by Paul Good is all set for the dress rehearsal at one of the local parishes Sunday night. This year's play.
"King Lear" has been done very infrequently even by professional
troupes and this fact alone augurs well for the Boston College
dramatists who are well known for their unique and novel productions. Tickets will be distributed next week so get yours early.
Some weeks ago the HEIGHTS published an exclusive article
about classics at B.C. It was stated in this article that To Logeion,
the Boston College Classical Bulletin now called 'The Humanities',
had been used as a text at Holy Cross College. This was not only a
fact but also news. However, shortly after this item appeared in
this paper there appeared in the Boston Post an article containing
the substance of the original story. This reprint even had some of the
phrases used in the first story and it mentioned the use of the To
Logeion as a text at Holy Cross. Well, in the first place it is customary to mention the original source of the news item. That source
was the HEIGHTS which article did not mention. In the second
place we wonder how Holy Cross liked the item, appearing as it did
in such a widely read newspaper.
The deadline for Senior pictures for the Sub Turri has been set
for December 20th. This early date is necessary because so much
work depends on the individual co-operation of all seniors. The
photos are the backbone of the yearbook and without them biographies are useless.?Any student who has attended college for four
years and doesn't want his picture in the class yearbook must be
either homely or queer. The editors of the Sub Turri warn that this
deadline stands and no effort will be made to persuade Seniors to
have their pictures taken AFTER December 20th.

A final call to those interested in radio has been issued by the
Radio Club. Four code classes are held every week with at least
twelve students in each class. All classes are for beginners and it
is not too late to join. The meetings are all held in the Radio Room,
second floor, Science Building on Tuesday 2:15 to 3:10, Wednesday
3:15 to 4:05, Thursday 3:15 to 4:05 and Friday 3:15 to 4:05. A special
practice session takes place on Thursdays the third period whenever
that time is not taken up by other important activities or assembly.
The regular meeting of the club is seventh period Tuesday when
Prof. Gager teaches the course on amateur theory and practice.
The pictures appearing in this issue come from various sources
which we think are worthy of mention. The HEIGHTS' photographer, John Campbell, a freshman from Cambridge, took the shots of
the senior footballers. Mr. Ray Richards, Publicity Director of Holy
Cross is responsible for the pictures of the Purple players and Jim
Bleiler of Purdys may also take credit for the photos of the coaches
and the campus shots. Readers have our permission to call this edition a pictorial.

It seems to us that the Boston College Band, which performs
every Saturday during the football season and at daily rehearsals
should receive some sort of reward at the conclusion of the season.
A banquet or something similar would be at least part compensation for the effort the musicians expend every year for their alma
mater. Certainly this proposal is not out of the question and we
believe it should be brought to the attention of the proper authorities. If the Stylus can have a banquet once a month, then the Band
rates at least one a year.
Bob Muse informs us that the Sodality Lecture Teams are fast
being organized and an active program planned for the second semester. At present there is a need of both topics and additional speakers. Students interested should contact Bob and make arrangements
for a try-out. Those who have already been selected should start
their research work on the topic assigned since this work requires
adequate preparation, in addition to speaking ability.

Rally tonite at eight?Tower to Town. . . Game time is 1:15 P.
M. so don't miss the kick-off... Fr. Reinhalter's Classical Bulletin
Extra copies of the HEIGHTS available today at S-213
is tops
B.C. 26 the other team 7.
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FROM TOWER TO TOWN
SUB TURRI TO HOLD VICTORY DANCE
AT STATLER TOMORROW NIGHT

Pre-Game Rally
Marks Climax
Of Gala Week
Athletic Association will
sponsor the annual Pre-Holy Cross
game smoker tonight immediately
preceding the torchlight parade in
the Library Auditorium.
The speakers for the occasion include the coaches of the football
team, a few of the players, and
members of the faculty. The cheerleaders will conduct a pre-parade
rally to warm up the student body
for Saturday's .same. At the conclusion of the speaking, the students will take to their cars and
proceed on their way to Boston,
and the Parkman Bandstand. It is
rumored that the old custom of
burning the effigy of the Crusader
will be revived.
This will be the third torchlight
parade of the '41 season and
should be the greatest considering
the spirited rivalry that exists between the two Jesuit institutions.
The usual route will be followed
down Commonwealth Avenue, to
Arlington, to Beacon to Charles
This rally marks the
streets.
climax to one of the most spirited
football seasons in a long time.
Although the team was not as successful as that of last year's still
the enthusiasm on the part of the
student body has excelled that of
any previous year.
Congratulations are in order for
Paul Maguire, student president of
the Athletic Association for turning in one of the most successful
pieces of management up to date.
Paul has produced three dances,
not counting the senior dance tomorrow night, three rallies and
torchlight parades, besides turning
in a financial profit which will establish a fund for running future
dances as a separate unit of the
athletic association. The same Mr.
Maguire has acted as official "spotter" for the radio announcers at
all the Boston College football
games including that played at
Tulane. Tomorrow night will conclude Paul's activities for the fall
but undoubtedly this is only the
start of a successful year as
president of the association.
The

Myers Explains
"T" System At
Varsity Dinner
At the University Club before an
audience of 300 at the Varsity Club
dinner, the Boston College coaches
spoke about their duties and the
results that they achieved in their
initial season, with the T formation.
Myers and Brumbaugh
made it clear to the audience that
football systems and coachingThe T
methods run in cycles.
formation, Myers said, was one of
the oldest systems, now currently
popular and it won new popularity
when it was reintroduced by
George Halas with the Chicago
Bears.
Captain Al Morro was the hit of
the evening with his display of
rhetoric and the told the gathering
that his team had co-operated with
the new coaches. He assured the
Varsity Club that the B. C. players have full faith in the ability of
Coach Myers and his staff. Tom
Powers said that some members on
this year's freshman squad would
be stars when they play on the
varsity next year.
Pictures of the B. C.-Tennessee
game climaxed the evening with
Denny Myers giving a running
comment about the game.
Tom Scanlon, '20, president of
the club was chairman for the evening and other speakers included
George C. Carens, J. P. Curley,
and Jerry Mahoney, Alumni president.

PAUL J. MAGUIRE
TO SERVE AS
CHAIRMAN
As a climax to a great social season, Paul Maguire winds up the fall
activities with the annual SubTurii Victory Dance at the main
ballroom of the Hotel Statler tomorrow night.
This dance, in the past, has been
a testimonial to the members of
the football team who have done
DANCE CHAIRMAN

This is the week-end that promises to be
the biggest an( j best ever to appear on the
social calendar of 'ol alma mammy. To start
things rolling Paul Maguire has scheduled
a smoker and torch-light parade for this
evening's activities. At seven-fifteen the
library auditorium will be opened for a few
shor ttalks by the coaches, players and
visiting 'remen. Mr. Mulvehill will appear
with his megaphone and vocal cords and extract some of the collegiate spirituals from the eager throngs. Thence
the excted crowds will take to their cars and follow a well worn route
Tonight as in years past, the
over the Commonwealth hills to the tall buildings of Boston, where they
alumni from the college will gather will attempt
to split open Park Square and the surrounding territory
at the Copley Plaza where they with the help of ""Ripper" Collins and his
hot lips.
will hold their annual supper
dance. John Canivan of the class
DANCE AWAY THOSE BLUES!
of '18 is chairman of the dance and
Tomorrow evening this same versatile Mr. Maguire appears in the
has chosen Walter Mayo, '23 and
his band to play for the graduates. garb of chairman of the monster Sub-Turri Dance at the Grand BallIncluded on the various commit- room of the Statler Hotel. Cal Cabot, who kept your feet moving at the
Tennessee Dance will move onto the band stand with a few more pieces
tees are: John J. Spencer, '29, of
and
a swell new number called "Can It Be True", which promises to
West Roxbury, entertainment committee; John" F. Toomey, '27, of make you forget anything you've heard on the hit parade. This is the
Cambridge, hotel committee; John song that Ted Mulvehill has been working on and he insists you'll be
humming it for weeks to come. As for the dance itself, it will perhaps
J. Mahoney, '14, of Wakefield, publicity committee; Alexander L. be the greatest social success to date; what with a smooth band, a large
Lashway, '23, of Pawtucket, R .1., crowd, the presentation of the 8.C.-H.C. Trophy, and Tom Lane, Buck
T. Harney Harris, Al Morro,
patrons committee;
Fran Doherty, Max Flanagan, etc., etc., on the comDonohue, '34, of Newton, program mittee. We'll expect you there.
committee and Thomas F. True,
'36, of Dorchester, reservation
committee.
ON THE WAGON

Alumni Stage
Dance Tonight
At Copley-Plaza

Annual Affair.
This dance is an annual affair
for the Alumni Association, taking
place every year on the eve of the
Holy Cross football clash. It is a
formal dance and usually is held
at the grand ballroom of the Statler, but this year has been changed
to the main ballroom of the Copley
Plaza where the ex-height's men
will dance and dine from nine until
PAUL J. MAGUIRE
two. The success of the evening is
indicated by the number of resertheir part for the glory of Alma
already received at the
Mater. And tomorrow night, with vations
Alumni Office. As traditional as
a victory almost assured. Chairthe Cross game, the dance will see
man Maguire will make a presmembers from all classes, mingle
entation of the new Boston Colwith the boys in the uniform of
lege-Holy Cross Victory Trophy to
the army, navy and marine corps.
Captain Al Morro, and will offer
congratulations to all the mem- Mayo Heard Before.
bers of the college team.
AlThe choice of Walter Mayo to
though not as successful in the supply the music for the dance
way of victories as was last year's comes as no surprise for this is the
team, never-the-less, a tribute is young man who did such a great
due these young men for their in- job at the Alumni Dance last year.
domitable spirit.
The floor of the ballroom will be
lined with tables with a subCAL CABOT'S BAND
scription of $6.60 per couple. AdThe band selected for the af- vertized as the biggest supper
fair is that of Cal Cabot, who dance in Boston, the dance an inplayed at the last A. A. dance. tegral part of the celebration of
Mr. Cabot in his last appearance the week.
was received favorably by the
dancers, and tomorrow night will
see a larger band featuring a girl
vocalist. Cabot plays slow, sweet
numbers, mixing waltzes and foxtrots in an agreeable manner.

NEW SONG
Another feature of the evening
will be the playing of a new tune
called "Can It Be True" for the
first time on any dance floor. This
tune, which owes its existence to
Ted Mulvehill and Dick Keating,
has been arranged for the band
by John Forrestal, a graduate of
a few years back, and follows in
the tracks of "Lost Without You"
which was played for the first
time at last year's dance.
SEE GRIDIRON HEROES
The dancers will have a chance
to see and hear a great many of
the gridiron heroes of both conFor the first
testant colleges.
time in many years Holy Cross is
not expected to hold a post-game
dance so that many of the men on
the floor may be from Worcester.
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE
Proceeds of the dance go to
swell the coffers of the Senior
Sub-Turrians. This dance will pay
for most of the expense of the '42
year book.
For his committee Mr. Maguire
has chosen Al Morro, Tom Lane,
Fran Doherty, Frank Dever, Josh
Gannon,
Buck
Harris, Henry
Woronicz, Tom Flanagan. Bill
Riley, Gene
McGillicuddy and
Gerry Armitage.

by DICK KEATING

Be Sure To
Wear Mittens
At the Parade

If you have read the best part
of this page, you know there is
a rally tonight. In line with the
HEIGHTS policy of advising the
students we present the followinghints on correct conduct at a torchlight parade:
Use your rhetoric to get a ride
to the affair in the Library Auditorium. Bring your young brother
and give mother a break. Take
your assigned seat so that you
will not be marked absent. At the
conclusion of the speeches take
Johnny by the arm and see if you
can persuade some friend to give
you a torchlight. Mooch another
ride on some kind soul's vehicle.
Every five minutes give a lusty
cheer for the Maroon and Gold.
Be sure you are dressed warm for
the occasion for it might be cold
or even damp. When they march
through the city, try to lose
Johnny and rejoin the group on
the Common. Stand on a bench
and watch those rowdies yell like
sixty for the Eagles. Be sure to
leave early so you can be home in
time to hear the Lone Ranger and
those other stirring programs. If
you can find some extra time we
also recommend the twelfth thesis
in Psvch.

By the way, some of the men are planning to ride around the streets
of Boston tonight on a hay wagon. Jack Mahoney. Jim Malone, Jim
Dowd, Dan Barrett, Jack Farrell, Joe Stokes, Dick Bart, Dick Callahan
and company will be cheering from the hay pile all along Washington
Street. It sounds like a good idea but I only hope it doesn't end up with
the horse dragging the entire student body through Boston.
Leaving the Towers: Tom Patten treating a Miss from Trinity to the
Terrace Room of the Statler last Saturday eve .
Another Trinity lass
asking if we knew Dick Bartholomew and Joe Lavoie with the answer
in the negative
Ed McGrath and Ned Brown borrowing some shekels at Johnson's to finance a late snack . . Al Skene appearing at the
Tennessee dance in very good company
Ed Mulvey, Don Currivan,
Frank Donavan, Jim Edgeworth and Bill Commane honoring the Sadie
Hawkins dance in Norwood last week . . Jack Heffernan, Jim O'Neil,
and Vin Robbinson making noise at the Cambridge rally.
.

.

...

.

...

.

AVE WUZ ROBBED!
Last Friday morn a bunch of the HEIGHTS' bruisers took a bruising
from a group who claimed they were from Junior B. Jack Battles, Bill
Olivo, Fran Coen, Joe Timpany, Bill Davis, Joe Hurley and a few ringers took over Tom Lane, Dick Schoenfeld, Tom Meagher, Bill Cadigan
and the rest of the HEIGHTS' battlers to the tune of 19-7. That same
morning the Dramatic Society eleven took an easy decision from the
Library crew. The Library team failed to make an appearance.

COMING AT YOU!
Speaking of the Dramatic Society, they come up next Thursday Evening with their first presentation of the season, "King Lear." In the
lead will be Paul Good as Lear, and a few of the boys that also bear
watching are Ed Myers, Charlie Rogers, Bob Lacy, Dick Ward and
Joe O'Donnell. Tonight the Society will give a reading at the Perkins
Institute for the Blind, and later on Mr. Good, Frank Sidlauskis, Dick
Ward and perhaps yours truly will show up at Brattle Hall, Cambridge
to judge the Simmons Competitions, along with the men from Harvard,
M.1.T., and Boston University.

THEY'RE SO TALENTED!
Also along the Dramatic line we see where "Love's Old Sweet Song"
opened for a few days at the Peabody Playhouse last Wednesday night.
Bob Lacy of Junior portrays one of the leads. Connie Pappas, Leo Murphy and Frank Sidlauskis also walk across the stage at various intervals.
GOODBYE NOW!
Tomorrow for the last time we will see our happy group of cheer
leaders jumping up and down in front of the student section of the
football stands. Thanks are due to Ted Mulvehill, Al Morin, Jim Cahalane, Tom Patten, John Grady and Jim Collins for straining their
respective throats for the cause of noisier cheering sections. Special
notice is given to John Grady who always seemed to have a few more
jumps left in his underpinnings, and to "Ripper" Collins for his killer
diller renditions on the bugle. A tearful parting is sobbed out for the
four seniors who will pass on to greater things, etc., etc. and all that
sort of thing.

AND SO TO BED
To close off this spectacular column we are printing this little
thought sent in by Henry Anonymous, A.8., Pre.-Med.
'Twas the eve of the Cross game
And nobody knew
Which team would conquer
No more than did you.
Then came the Cross game
And what a surprise
The Crusader was kilt
By a boid from the skies.
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B. C. FAVORED IN JOUST WITH CRUSADERS
Cardinal
Service

EAGLES WELL PRIMED Anniversary of
FOR FOOTBALL FINALE Recalls Notable
JESUIT CLASSIC FLYING CLUB
FAREWELL FOR ZOOMS FORWARD
IN TAKE-OFF
TEN SENIORS
By Ed McCarthy

Tomorrow the men of Boston
and the Crusaders of Holy Cross
meet for the thirty-ninth time in a
series as traditional and thrillpacked as any you will care to
find in this football mad nation.
The scene is cleat scarred Fenwav
Park, and the time 1:15 and the
first capacity crowd of the year
is assured.
Last year the talk on the eve of
the annual clash was entirely concerned with the Bowl possibilities
of the undefeated Eagles. The boys
from Mt. St. James were the last
hurdle in front of the best Boston
College team of all time. A tough
hurdle it proved to be. This year
however the situation is different.
Neither club has a record that
would earn it a Bowl bid and so
the sole objective for both clubs is
the game ahead. All of which
should make for a better battle.

A thoroughly re-organized Flying Club initiated its third, and
what promises to be its brightest,
year to date with the election of
officers.
Thomas Flanagan was elected
President, while Robert Mangle
was chosen as Vice President.
Timothy Callahan and Joseph
Hagerty as Secretary and Treasurer, respectively, were selected to
complete the board of officers.
The club, which was more or less
dormant last year, plans an energetic program of social and instructional functions, not only for
the benefit of its members but as
well for air minded students who
are not flying.
Sponsored by the C. A. A., mod-

Great Alumnus
Revered By
All Catholics
The students of Boston College,
together with all the faithful
throughout the archdiocese, joined
in honoring His Eminence William
Cardinal
O'Connell
yesterday,
when they attended a Mass celebrated at the College. This observance marked the culmination
of thirty years of active service
by the most outstanding prelate
of the American hierachy.
Born in Lowell in 1860, his
early life was one of poverty, and
he succeeded in receiving a college
education only through his own
effort and hard work. He received
his degree from Boston College in
1881, and then entered the seminary, the beginning of a long and

Boston

successful

career.

After

being has made an indelible impression

ordained Father O'Connell did on the minds of thousands of his
parish work in the Boston diocese. subjects.
He was soon made a Monsignor
and later appointed Rector of the
American College in Rome. While
Rector he was made a Bishop by
Pope Leo XIII, and sent back to
Boston as coadjutor-Bishop of
Boston with Archbishop Williams.
Upon the death of Archbishop
Williams, Bishop O'Connell took
over the duties of his predecessor.
In 1911, after being raised to the
Archbishopric a few years earlier,
Archbishop O'Connell was called
to Rome, along with four other
American Bishops, to be elevated
to the Cardinalate.

Following his elevation to the
and
the
Titular
Bishopric of St. Clement's in
Rome, Cardinal
O'Connell returned home to take up his new
duties.
Throughout his thirty
years service Cardinal O'Connell

Cardinalate,

Co\u013aege

During his thirty long years in
the office of Cardinal, His Eminence has shone as a beacon to
the poor. Reflecting on his own
childhood, Cardinal O'Connell has
unselfishly donated huge sums of
money to charitable institutions.
His donations have not been restricted to Catholic charities, nor
to Christian charities but to all
classes. One of the lasting memorials to his charitable activities is
Keith Academy in Lowell, the
of
scene
Cardinal O'Connell's
This
school
was
childhood.
formerly a jail and through the
Cardinal it was bought, renovated
and turned into a school for the
students of that city.
Another
gift of the Cardinal is the Liggett
Estate, the home of the Boston
College School of Business Administration.

Band

Eagles Choice
The Eagles as last year will take
the field as favorites and they earn
that rating by virtue of their better record. It is customary about
this time however, to drag out that
old saw that goes "favorite meansnothing in this series", at least
that is the usual version. Yes, we
know it's trite and hackneyed but
darn it we're afraid we'll have to
use it. Just look at the last two
games and you'll see our position.
Two years ago Holy Cross was a
shoo-in for a Bowl invitation but
when the smoke had cleared the
Eagles were on top 14-0, and on
their way to Dallas. Last year a
group of odds-on favorites had to
literally steal the ball game to
earn a round trip ticket to New
Orleans.
Neither of the combatants to
morrow has a record they would
care to have shouted from the house
tops. Each has played nine games.
The Eagles have won six and lost
three while the Crusaders' slate is
marred by three losses and two ties
against four wins. They have two
opponents in common; Temple and
Manhattan, and here again the
Eagles have an edge for they have
taken both into camp while the
Purple could do no better than a
loss and a tie.

erated by Rev. John A. Tobin, S.
J., himself a capable pilot, the
club offers its members an excellent opportunity to prepare for a
future in Commercial or Military
aviation. It offers four consecutive courses?a primary or basic
Purple Starts Strong
course embracing the fundamenThe present position of the two tals of flying, ground school work
regulations?
teams is rather odd because back and aeronautical
(Continued on Page 13)
completion of which awards the
student a Private Pilot's License;
a secondary or advanced course in
heavier and faster planes; a cross
country course which qualifies the
student as an experienced pilot
fully capable of advanced navigation; and a final course which
grants the graduate an instructor's
rating and a full Commercial License. Those who complete this
latter course are qualified to instruct at any of the government
military primary aviation schools.
Both Thomas Flanagan and Robert Mangle have successfully completed the Instructor's course and
incidentally, rank substantially
with the best C. A. A. students of
any college in the nation.
Many of the Flying Club Alumni
are now commissioned in the Army
Air Corps. Notable among these
are: Lts. Ed Cameron, Paul Kelly,
TEA DANCE, Saturdays, 5 to 6 P.M.
Art Cullen, Frank Hegarty and
2000 large, comfortable outside
Jack
Mulvehill.
bath.
rooms, all with private
Flying Eagles are also serving
SPECIAL STUDENTS' RATES
in the Naval Air Corps. Roland
Buckley formerly in the class of
1942 is well advanced in his training at Jacksonville, Fla. Ensign
Mortin Sweeny, President
Frank Hyland, a B. C. honor stu(Continued on Page 14)
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DOHERTY KEY MAN IN "T"
DESERVING
OF TRIBUTE History Of Rivalry Sparks Eagles
By

BOB GALLIGAN

and JACK McELWEE

Between The Two
Institutions

In the last fifteen years, Boston College has played more than one
hundred and fifty football games. Had you been there, you would have
seen a group of men watching the game intently from the fifty yard
line seats, (when times were lush and all that America needed or
wanted was a good five cent cigar); or you would have seen the same
By John Larner
played a titanic game and slapped
group keeping faithful watch from distant bleachers (during the dull
out a victory to the tune of 17-14
Circling aloft in the football
over the hapless Crusaders. Perdays cf the depression era, when football games were a luxury which
sky a B. C. Eagle with eyes gleamhaps Holy Cross might have been
were paid for by telling the wife that there had been a collection at
ing and talons sharpened is ready
sorry that the rivalry was rethe office to send a basket of apples to a sick friend).
to come to battle with the Holy sumed after that game and the
Not snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of darkness stays these Cross Crusaders. Since 1896 these following year saw a resurgent
two teams have been priming Heights team overflow the Purple
men from the complete fulfillment of the pledge to which they have
themselves for this battle and 34-6. Boston College kept batting
of
a
middedicated themselves. Two short weeks ago, in the gloom
this rivalry is a distinct and imNovember afternoon these loyal followers gazed in silent admiration portant feature on the athletic out victories over their arch rivals
as they saw their young heroes loose their last arrow in a glorious and social calendar of both schools. with ghoulish glee until 1921.
However, before relating the story
attempt to gain victory rather than stay that arrow and accept all the
This is a rivalry that does not of that game, let's take a look at
mediocrity of a tied score. Still, as they trod across the scarred field give a hoot for the reputation that
the immortal teams that B. C.
of combat with their faces drooping into the very cleat holes of the either team has made during the
fielded in 1919 and 1920.
turf, they knew and they felt in their heart of hearts that it was bet- season and it is a rivalry that has
Successes Under "Cav"
ter to have tried and lost than never to have tried at all. Last New been kept flaming in the hearts of
people talk of having goldWell,
the sons of the rival Jesuit schools
Year's Day, under the scorching rays of a hot southern sun, their fondand happy cycles and
en
eras
est hopes of fifteen years were realized when they saw that arrow since it all started forty-five years
College
certainly had an
Boston
ago.
Players
are keyed up for
loosed to speed home true to its highest and greatest mark. Then as
in
era
or
a
those days becycle
this
and
are
to
game
ready
give
now, their hearts were filled with that same pride for Boston College
cause under Major Cavanaugh the
their
best
beperformances
just
and the teams and the spirit that feels that victory is never beyond
cause there is that spirit and will Eagles were judged to be the best
its grasp. Whether it be the benevolent smile of victory or the unfav- to win
whether the odds are great team in the East. They whipped
orable thumb of Mars, the gridiron god of War, tipping the balance or small,
Yale, Georgetown, Holy Cross and
of football fate against them, these men find their satisfaction in the
Although this rivalry is not as other formidable rivals in workvaliance of a worthy struggle to the end.
old as the Harvard-Yale series or manlike manner. On this team of
the Michigan-Minnesota series, it teams was a shower of stars who
And who are these foresakers of the unraked leaves on the famplaying for B. C.
has a flavor of its own that makes happily were
ily lawn, of the cantankerous November furnace? ?"And who are
Luke
Urban
covered
end. Who
it as important if not more so as
?
hasn't
heard
of
him
Luke was
they?" you ask, these deserters of the now useless summer screens
those games in the eyes of many
and the awnings still in place, and of the unprotected pansy beds now sports followers.
as All American as any of these
All Americans that are chosen on
nipped by a chill autumnal frost? "And who are they?" you ask. Why,
First
Game in 1896
teams today and the way Urban
everyone knows that;
Cross
Holy
played
first
Boston
both on the offence and deplayed
I.
College in 1896. That was the fense made him a threat every
They are the 'any-odds' takers
year when McKinley was first minute in the game. Beside him
The followers of B.C. teams,
elected President, the year that at right tackle was Con O'Brien
They are Saturday 'wife-foresakers'
was right in the midst of the hoop whose play is still talked about by
For the rest of their lives ?it seems.
skirt era, and the year that B. C. the B. C. "old boys." At center,
had its first delightful pleasure gentlemen, was the one and only
11.
of
sending Mt. St. James warriors Jack Heaphy. He was an unaniAnd what do they get for their troubles ?
back to Worcester in the throes mous choice as All American cenNaught but a handful of dreams.
of defeat. There was a different ter and Jack Heaphy was a ball
To you perhaps?empty bubbles
system of scoring in those days, player's ball player. He used to
But to them?their very lives' themes.
but whatever way they scored snap the ball back to Jimmy FitzB. C. won the charms that go with patrick on a play that called for
111.
victory by the thin score of 6-4.
a kick and in no time at all would
There are many and sundry alumni,
After having lost the first two have proceeded to knock two or
All rooters for old B.C.
games of the series, Holy Cross three of the opposition on their
But the EL-evated alumni
edged into the victory side of the faces and would make the tackle
Gets the vote from you and me.
ledger in 1897 for the first time, almost as soon as the receiver
but
Makers)
author
of
Music
were beaten later in the same wrapped his hands around the ball.
(With apologies to the
year by the score of 12-0. When And for Fitzy, he could do anyThey call themselves the Elevated alumni because they feel that the
twentieth century
rolled thing to a football but make it
they
around
a
little
and
because
longer,
Elevated structures have been
around Holy Cross was riding on pray. At times, even, he used to
little
loftier
a
the roller coaster of victory up unposition
surprise members of his own team
feel that Elevated structures are by their very
til
the way he kicked a ball for such
And
after
not
in
1915.
From
1901
to
1915
they
justified
they
all,
are
than the more recent subways.
and terrific distances.
alarming
won
seven
all
were
games,
of
such
a
that
high
feeling this way? Who is more deserving than they
Fitz
won
a
lot of games with his
in
that
of
time
and
played
yawn
place in the limelight of Boston College rooters?
cultured
toe and he is a B. C. imthey played against some pretty
mortal
if
illustrious
is
Arthur
Hatch
of
fine
B.
C.
ball
ever there was one.
players.
Johnny
group
The unofficial leader of this
McDermot
about
played
recalled
several
fam1901-2
Jamaica Plain. During the interview, Mr. Hatch
This team rightly merits a place
half
right
and
at
back
he
played
in
the Pantheon of Football Fame
They
iliar experiences which now belong to the tradition of this group.
and
head
shoulders
over
his
rivals
both
at Boston College, in all New
habit
of
recall the well known picture of Major Cavanaugh's unusual
territory. Then, England and in the whole of the
in
the
Eastern
striding onto the field nattily dressed in his black derby (Cav's Iron
there was a whisp of a fellow who East of which they were the
Hat) and with his ever present cigarette drooping from the corner
played in those days, Frank Low, glorious champions. This team
of his mouth. The Major, with all eyes upon him, would ceremoniously who is now Father Low, S. J., a had everything and although it did
follow out his weekly ritual as he knelt and plucked a few select blades Junior Philosophy teacher.
not run riot over Holy Cross, who
of grass from the green turf. With the same gestures which he had
In 1916, captained by Maurice was undismayed at their great
used as long as fascinated spectators could remember, Cav would toss Dullea, a fighting Eagle horde
(Continued on Page 10)
the few blades windward and keenly observe the course which the
winds destined for them. Upon the results of his observation depended
the all important decision which the captain of the Eagles would make ship and the traditions of their group. One of the most colorful memat the toss up. It is pictures such as these that linger in the memories bers is George Holthouse. George never misses a game and is not one
of the faithful followers. These colorful details were insignificant in to let a colorful opportunity go by or to do anything half way. His
themselves, but the Cavanaugh legend endured and grew with them appearance is always accompanied with the presence of Maroon and
so that it became as much a part of the football game as the opening Gold feathers and the glistening letters of Boston College banners.
whistle itself. Mr. Hatch speaks of many of the players who have made Occasionally, George is inclined to desert his buddies for the more
Boston College football famous for the last decade and a half. The pleasurable duty of escorting his wife. It is his eye-attracting extras
figures of Chuck Darling, Joe Koslowski, Joe McKenney, Plaster Ward, that make George one of the most colorful members of his group.
Johnny Fridas, Tilly Ferdenzi and Flavio Tosi, loomed anew in all
Probably the most interesting custom observed by the group, as
their former greatness in the wistful tones of Mr. Hatch's converMr. Hatch explained, is their weekly visit to the locker room of the
sations.
opposing team. Through the years almost without exception, they
The entire membership of the Elevated Alumni is composed of about have been cordially and heartily received by the visiting gladiators.
thirty men of which circumstances have so favored fifteen of this During their visit, the members always try to get the opinions of both
group that they have been able to be more constant in their attendance. the players and the coaches. When asked what he considered the greatThese fifteen are of various occupations and creeds but in one thing est tribute paid to a Boston College team by any of its opponents, Mr.
they all agree; their loyalty to, and their admiration of Boston Col- Hatch quoted the words of the Auburn coach of two years ago.
Meaher's words were, "I cannot conceive of any eleven men possesslege is the binding tie that unites them.
ing such tremendous power." The players of the same Auburn team
Some of the men in this group are Phil McArdle who has received expressed
their highest admiration most simply when, giving the victwo degrees from Boston College and who formerly taught at Brooktory sign of 'thumbs-up', they confined themselves to the one forcelyn Prep; Freddy Hadge one of Boston's most promising young atful tribute, "TOPS".
torneys; Mr. R. Mott Davis, an international drydock engineer, with
experience both in the United States and Europe, is one of the charter
The members of this football fraternity feel that what they are
members of the Elevated Alumni. Thomas Jamieson, famous Boston doing is, in actuality, a very little thing, but over the course of so
College debater in 1907 and 1908, and now a prominent bank executive many years this custom has assumed the proportions of greatness in
is a member of the group. Charlie Hackett, well known Jamaica Plain their lives. As they are proud of Boston College, so is Boston College
sign painter, Tommy Griffin, custodian in one of Boston's High Schools, proud of them. We salute them for their loyalty and their faithfulness,
and A. Foster of the Welfare Department are proud of their memberand wish them the good health to continue for many decades to come.

To Victory

The slim man in the Eagle back
field this season is sophomore Eddie Doherty. When Eddie stepped
into the breach at quarterback he
not only had to take over the signal calling job of Henry Toczylowski but also found himself trying
to fill the spacious brogans of
Chuckin' Charley. This was some
assignment but the talented sophomore star has filled it admirably,
showing that he will be a great
help to the B. C. cause for the next
couple of years.

Captain at St. John's

Eddie, a native of Andover,
Mass., came up the hard way, after high school he was forced to
forget school for a few years to
help his family. Finally he entered St. John's Prep and captained one of the finest teams that has
played at that school in recent
years.
Last year on the B. C.
Freshman squad he was a main
factor in propelling the Eaglets to
an undefeated and untied record.

Brilliant Quarterback
This fall, under a new coach and

new system, great responsibility
has been placed on Doherty's
shoulders, but nevertheless he has
performed like a veteran. Time
and again he has piloted the
Eagles down the field to touchdowns. This combination of smart
quarterbacking, ball
handling,
passing and kicking is all packed
into a slim 170-pound frame.
Eddie made his first start in the
Manhattan game and from the
opening whistle it was evident
that he would develop into a fine
quarterback. In the Georgetown
game he directed the proceedings
capably and hurled the winning
pass to fleet-footed Ed Zabilski.

Standout Against Temple
Improving each week Doherty
reached his peak against the highly touted Temple Owls, and although there were ten other men
in the lineup he stood out on that
"lake." Eddie handles the ball on
every play and did such an expert

job that B. C. was charged with
only three fumbles, less than on
any one of those sunny Saturdays
that preceded. He booted toe to toe
with little Andy Tomasic, another
mighty mite, and
continually
scooped up bad passes from center to get away his boots. We'll
never forget that shoe-string
catch he made of a Temple punt
to save the locals a good 30 yards.
He turned in another fine performance in the Wake Forest game
completing six out of eight passes,
one of which set the Bee Cee's
rolling, the one that he threw to
Charley Furbush in end zone in
the second period. With two more
years to go this lad should "one
man gang" the Maroon and Gold
to many more victories.

Prognostications
B.C. H.C.
Trainor
Pashby
Editor

O'Brien
Reade
Cadigan
Coleman
McCarthy
Galligan

McElwee
Farry
Meagher
Bernhardt

25
14
26
33
20
20
21
13
7
27
14
0
19

BEAT HOLY CROSS!

6
0
6
0
12
19
0
0
0
7
0
0
6

6
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SENIORS WHO WILL PLAY LAST GAME

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: CAPT. AL MORRO, HENRY WORONICZ

ED ZABILSKI.
SIDE, CENTER: TERRY GEOGEGHAN.
SIDE, BOTTOM: LEO STRUMSKI
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AGAINST HOLY CROSS TEAM TOMORROW

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: ADOLPH KISSELL, FRANK MAZNICKI,

TED WILLIAMS.
SIDE, CENTER: 808 JAURON.
SIDE, BOTTOM: STEVE LEVANITIS.
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EAGLES' COACHING STAFF HAS
SUCCEEDED WITH NEW SYSTEM
Boston

"T" Formation
Has Proved
Powerful
By Ted Bernhardt
This season the B. C. football
destinies again have rested on
new shoulders. Since the entire
staff left last Spring the B. C.
A. A. was faced with the problem of picking an entirely new
crew to direct the fortunes of our
Eagles. They have made a fine
choice in bringing Denny Myers
to the Heights. Denny was then
allowed to pick his own staff and
has brought three fine assistant
coaches to Boston, namely, Carl
Brumbaugh, Harry Man- and
Amerino Sarno.
Brilliant Career
Denny has had a long and brilliant career both as a player and
a coach. He was a tackle at the
U. of lowa until he graduated in
1930. From there he went to the
Chicago Bears via the Brooklyn
Dodgers and in 1932 went to the
U. of West Virginia for two years
as line coach. The next stop was
New Haven and then Brown where
he assisted "Tuss" McLaughry for
five years and became prominent
as a sports figure in Providence.
When McLaughry left Brown he
was the logical choice to succeed,
however he was overlooked. But
Brown's loss was Boston College's
gain as Denny was then a free
agent and finally chosen by the
Eagles' magnates.
Brumbaugh With Bears
Carl Brumbaugh, U. of Florida
'29, has come up to all expectations as backfield tutor. He was
of late player-coach on George
Halas' Chicago Bear juggernaut,
and as evidence proves he has
done a fine job with the 1940 Pro
Champs.

College Coaching Staff

INQUIRING REPORTER
John Sullivan. Proprietor of Soft
Drink Emporium: "It's my food
that will win that game and the
Cross doesn't eat it."
Following are the opinions of a
number of the rootin' tootin' loyal
students of B. C.
John Herer '44: "I have my
shirt bet on B. C. It is the only
one I have, so they can't lose."
Charles Rogers '45: "It's bound
to be a terrific battle all the way,
with B. C. finally having the edge."
Bob McKearney, '45: "B. C. of

course."

Left to Right: THOMAS

POWERS, Freshman Coach; CARL BRUMBAUGH, Backfield Coach; DENNIS E. MYERS, Head Coach;
AMERINO SARNO, Line Coach; HARRY MARR, End Coach

Installing a new system at any
college is no easy task, and to
teach one of the most difficult systems in modern football heads this
list. Carl has been Myers' chief
aid in this thankless spot and has
shown amazing results with his
backs, especially since the T calls
(almost) for a crowd of jugglers
rather than football players. Ed
Doherty, in particular, is a product of Brumbaugh's pains. Only
a sophomore, Ed has been made
the hub of the T, handling the
ball like a veteran and more often
than any other back.
Marr Local Boy
Coaching the ends is Harry

Marr, a local boy from Waltham long tradition of great B. C. lines
and a graduate of Notre Dame. right up to par. The Eagle fronHarry was brought home because tier has been "as solid as a rock"
of the fine job he has done at the this season and has performed in
University of Wichita, in Kansas. a fashion which we believe can
He does a swell job of scouting 1 equal that of any line in the counwhen he isn't busy keeping the try.
wingmen on their toes. Harry,
Everyone that has a hand in
therefore, makes for a good coach, selecting this excellent brigade
scout and all ar ound nice fellow.
of coaches deserves all the credit
-

Sarno a Success
Another fellow who has done a
satisfactory job ( to say the least)
with the boys who garner only a
chicken's share of the glory is line
coach Amerino "Moody" Sarno.
He has helped vastly to keep the

anyone can give them. Better
times are in the offing for the
Eagles again and this may arrive
as soon as they have a chance to
start off once more with a clean
slate. So let's give a long yea for
the coaches, fellows who don't
get many of them.

Vincent Lally '44: "There will
be a Tea party, but Maznicki,
Williams and Holovak will do the
serving. And I don't mean crumpets."
Blonde walking across the campus: "B. C. will win. The Maroon
and Gold are in style this fall."
Ed Wallace '44: "They'll moider
the bums!"
Moe Myers '43: "B. C. will win.
The score of the varsity encounter
will be exceeded only by the score
of the B. C. Dramatic Society vs.
the Holy Cross Dramatic Society
game."
Tom Antico '43: "B. C. by three
touchdowns. We can field better
second and third teams."
Bill Curley '45: "The Tennessee
affair won't be repeated."
John McNaught '43: "They tell
us that the boys from Mt. St.
James have a mighty mite in the
person of one Mr. Grigas, but
they'll find that this time "mite
makes plight instead of right."
B. C. 33-H. C. 0.
Greg Fortune '45: "As Uncle
Walter would say?"the terriers
from Chestnut Hill."
John Walsh '44: "I really don't
know, but seeing as I go to B. C.
I will venture to say that our boys
will emerge victorious."
John Gallagher '44: "Are you
serious." (Ed. Note:?'No')
Jim Connolly '43: "After tossing $2.50 they've got to win."
Leo Reilly '43: "Roosevelt was
re-elected; the Turks took Bardia;
Trotsky's dead, so I'll say B. C.
3-2."

B. C. BOASTS IMPRESSIVE TROPHY ARRAY
1932 Boston College gained permanent possession of the trophy
when for the third time her team
won national track honors. While
on the subject of track it must be
mentioned that, including the winning of the above mentioned twomile relays Boston College teams
have won national honors at the
Penn Relays five times; once in
the four mile relay, once in the
mile relay and three times in the
two-mile.

On the edge of Mr. Curley's
desk stands the Donald P. Sands
Memorial trophy, emblematic of
the New England Intercollegiate
Hockey championship, which we
have now won three times, in
1937, 1939 and 1940.

o trophy a team is usually named
some sort of a champion and the
first Boston College team to gain
national recognition was the great
eleven of 1920.

Sparked by the brilliant line
play of Captain Louis Urban the
powerful Eagle juggernaut rolled
over Fordham 20 to 0, crushed the
Yale Bulldog 21 to 13, swamped
the Boston University Terriers 34
Then the highly touted
to 0.

|

By Tom Murray '43
Though many of us have never
seen any of the famous trophies
which Boston College has won, we
have here at the college what is
known as a Trophy Room. This
means the office of the Graduate
Manager of Athletics, presided
over by John P. Curley, '13, which
is located on the lower floor of the
Tower Building. As we enter this
sanctum we can see on the window ledge many pieces of silverware, of assorted shapes and sizes,
there are others on the bookcase,
on the desk and even on the floor.
Date Back to 1886
Many of the earlier dated trophies are for inter-class activities
only; one, a handsome silver goblet affair dates back to 1886 and
was given to the class which won
the most baseball games during
the season. There is another large
silver cup presented to the football team of 1933 for being New
England champions; a silver loving cup won by the hockey team
at the Worcester Winter Carnival
in 1924, and a very large silver
cup given to the college for having scored the most points in the
Brockton Fair marathon of 1919.
Perhaps the most interesting
trophy in the room is the famous
Meadowbrook Club Trophy which
is now in the permanent possession of Boston College. This
trophy was given annually by the
Meadowbrook Club of Philadelphia
to the winning two-mile relay
team at the Intercollegiate Penn
Relays, to remain in possession of
the team which won this event
three times. In 1924 the team of
McKillop, Mahoney, Welch and
Cavanaugh captured the first leg
of the trophy by winning the national championship two-mile relay. Aa.-ain in 1927 a great Boston College team of McCloskey,
Daley, McKillop and Goldsby added the second leg, and finally in

Gridiron Trophies
To bring the subject of trophies
up to date we shall now describe
the many awards Boston College
has won on the gridiron. To win

Georgetown Hoyas came into Boston with high hopes but left for
Washington under the sting of a
30 to 0 defeat. In the final game
of the season with their arch
rivals from Mt. St. James the
Eagles, in a hard fought game
were the victors over the Crusaders 19 to 0. This great Eagle
team, headed by Urban and other
stars, Comerford, Heaphy, Doyle,
and
O'Brien
Kelley
Liston,
brought to the Heights the Eastern Championship, the Archbishop
Hayes $1000 Trophy, the Cardinal
O'Connell trophy for defeating
Holy Cross and the Colonel Gaston Memorial trophy.
The next Eagle team to gain
national fame was the fast charging eleven of 1928; Coach Joe
McKenney, himself a star of a few
years before led the team to an
undefeated, untied season. The
famous passing combination of
Weston to Creedon or Murphy
was the downfall of many of the
Eagle opponents that year, especially Holy Cross. Captain Warren McGuirk, Don Sheehan, 'Kewpie" Kilroy and Don Smith were
some of the mainstays of that
great eleven.
Recent Achievements
In more recent years, starting
with the season of 1939, Boston
sensational
College began its
climb towards national honors,
and more trophies to win. In a
season marred by only one defeat,
and that one on an official's decision, the '39 team, captained by
Ernie Schwortzer became the first
Eagle team to receive and accept
a bid for a post-season game. The
Boston College team was invited
to the Cotton Bowl in Dallas, Texas, where the Eagles were handed a 6 to 3 defeat by the Tigers
of Clemson. Nevertheless, this
eleven came out on top in the
(Continuad on Page 9)
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Fulton Begins
Season With
Win Over MIT.

By
BOB

Second
Balcony

GALLIGAN
According' to an announcement
made this week a team from the
Fulton Debating Society will meet
a group from Harvard on Thursday, Dec. 4, at 8 P. M., in Jacob
Sleeper Hall. The subject is to
be: Resolved, that the United
States should declare war on Germany immediately.

and
JACK
McELWEE

Stylus

in Review

STYLUS STILL IN FORM
In keeping with the original plan and policy of good form and
technical setup, the STYLUS editors repeat again with a display of
good photographs (courtesy of Steve Stavro) and fitting and artistic
sketches on print. The marginal phrase of the month while very
catchy, appears to us to be impossible of execution. The matter in
this issue does not live up to the high standards set in the initial
number, but this is to be expected of course since the first issue was
planned and prepared throughout the summer months. At the same
time, if we are to accept as being sincere the high standards which
the STYLUS proposed for themselves in their editorial of last month,
then we must reject as inadequate and trivial filler the two final verse
insertions in the magazine. We really believe that blank spaces or
an abbreviated copy would be preferable to such contradictions of
policy as ESCAPIST and HO.
McKINNON, HEATH AND MURPHY

The

AGAIN GOOD

most excellent work to appear in the STYLUS in many a day

COLEMAN

O'HARA VS. "PAL JOEY"

Next Monday "Pal Joey" will open in Boston. This musical play
which has been adapted from John O'Hara's New Yorker stories,
has already had a successful season on Broadway. But in a recent
Newsweek article, "Pal Joey's author, Mr. O'Hara had this to say
"I dropped in on the second act of "Pal Joey" the other night. 0.K.,
so I wrote "Pal Joey". But I am not recommending it. Gene Kelly
no longer is in it. Neither is Leila Ernst, nor June Havoc, nor Jack
Durant. Vivienne Segal's still in it, and God knows she does all she
can which is a lot, but not even Miss Segal can surmount a lot of
people named Throckett. Under the present circumstances I caution
In condemnation of the theory you against going to see "Pal Joey." It is under these circumstances
of
socialized medicine James that "Pal Joey" is playing in Boston?so suit yourself.
Hawco and John Grady won a decision over a team from M. I. T.
"CHILLS AND FEVER" CHEESEY
on Monday, Nov. 24. This win
Last week "Chills and Fever" opened at the Wilbur, and five
marks an auspicious start for the
later "Chills and Fever" closed. This racy comedy was given
days
current inter-collegiate season.
probably the worst write-ups of the season; but Harlan Thompson
At the next regular meeting of who wrote,
directed and produced the piece, instead of taking his
the Fulton, Hansberry and Nolan
play to Broadway, followed the advice of the critics and closed it
will defend their case for the Hardown. Apparently, "Chills and Fever" is like strong cheese?you
vard debate against Robert Kopp
have to stand the smell to reach the flavor.
and Edmund Weiss.
On Dec. 12, Thomas Russell and
DUVEY PRESENTS "LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
William Cadigan Avill defend the
negative of the Labor question
The Tributary Theatre presented "Love's Old Sweet Song" last
against Sienna College in Albany. evening at the Peabody Playhouse.
There are performances of the
This is a continuation of the series Saroyan play tonight
and tomorrow night. Eliot Duvey, whose exbegun a few years ago.
cellent work is well known in the college, has done a wonderful
job with the drama; and Robert Lacy, who plays the lead turns in
an exceptionally fine performance.

Two seniors, Martin J. Hansberry and Joseph T. Nolan, will
argue the negative for the FulHansberry, Sub-Turri Editon.
tor for this year has taken an active part in debating since he has
been a freshman.
Nolan, besides
his debating, has found time to
be a regular contributor to the
Stylus!

is Tom Heath's fine article on Eric Gill. The only error is that the
piece is placed third in the magazine while its literary worth and
prominence should have placed it as the lead article in the issue.
Demonstrating his versality Tom comes through once more with a
real good story entitled "The Major Pulls a Switch" which proves
that he can use his pen in more ways than one and be good in both
ways.
Just as a dependable pillar of a building often goes unnoticed in
the appreciation of some recent addition, also the fine work of George
McKinnon might too often be taken for granted. George's analytical
survey of the American musical comedy is a masterpiece in its own
field, and superior to much of the drivel which is presented as draMcKinnon can well be placed
matic criticism in the daily press.
Charles McAleer
among the ranks of competent and dependable first night reviewers.
In its forecast of the Holy Cross
Leo Murphy gets a gold star this month for "Laugh Before Breakfast." It is different, it is light, it is original. His unique poem en- game, the Heights has once again
titled "The Tea Party" is quite unlike anything we have ever seen scooped press and radio. Instead
before. His fanciful interpretation of a rather profound idea is highly of hiring doubtful forecasters, we
have gone directly to the players,
commendable.
gets
Joe Dever
three out of four on his poetry. "Love Is Buttons who, after all, will have the greatand Pie" and "Child's Night Prayer to Mary" are exemplary of fine est part in deciding the outcome
poetic style and thought. The ideas contained in these two poems of the game. And here is what
are good and they are handled in the best of Dever's style. "A Star they have to say:
Is When It's In the Sky" is slightly on the whimsical side. It beFred Naumetz: We'll win. Why?
speaks an airy idea in a neat material way. Frankly, we can't apBecause
we have too much spirit
preciate "Sister Prosy" because we cannot understand her. W e are
to
content
with a loss to our
be
proud of the neat job that "Heightsman" Bill Cadigan does with his
greatest rivals.
latest story for the STYLUS, as always, Bill does fine work.
Rocco Canale: The team that has
THE IRISH TAKE A BEATING
the most spirit always wins.
From a purely literary point of view, Joe Elliott's "Irish Wake"
Mike
Holovak: Canale's all
is good writing. We like his characterizations and clever dialogue
It's the team with the
which make up a very interesting style. In the publication of this wrong.
most
that wins and B. C.
points
story, however, we feel that the STYLUS again has failed to live up to
will have them.
its own policy. We cannot forget that the editors of this magazine
have dedicated themselves to the task of producing literature that is
Still under the effects of an
exam, Ted Williams and Bob Jauin keeping with the high standards of their religious and racial heriron resorted to history to prove
tage.
We are well aware that this characterization is indeed true to life, that the Maroon and Gold will be
but it is only true of a small minority of Irish people We do not triumphant.
question the existence of such characters; but it is unfortunate indeed
Ted Williams: The Boston Tea
that a writer in the Boston College STYLUS has not seen fit to porParty just preceding the Revolutray the finer and more highly cultured side of the picture. Elliott's pictionary War was a very one-sided
ture is as typical of the Irish as the uneducated Dogpatch Society affair, but the "T" party at Fenis typical of real American Society. Your reviewers are only too well way Park on the 29th will be an
aware of the fact this criticism will in turn be thoroughly criticized. entirely different one. However,
Nevertheless we cannot help but think that such pictures as the fol- we'll be out to dump the Holy
Cross "T."
lowing are in no way completely representative of the goodness, or the
Bob Jauron: B. C. will beat Holy
kindness, or the tenderness that is characteristic of the true Irish.
Cross because things have changed
Judge for yourself from this characterization; we don't think the picsince the late 80's. The people have
ture is completely representative: "Three stout women eased themselves into the sofa that three other stout women had just vacated broken the golden tradition and
and arranged themselves comfortably. Each fussed with the cameo elected our beloved F. D. R. for
a third term, so I know the boys
brooch that nestled in her bosom and pulled her black dress over
will also beat Holy Cross for the
her fat knees." We leave the final decision of the matter up to you.
third straight?to make B. C. safe
for democracy.
WEEK-END IN MONTREAL IS WEAK IN SPOTS
Mr. Nolan comes forward with some of the best descriptive pasI hope they run up a big score
so I can get into the game, besages in the magazine. The reader may discern a keen sense of obsercause I'm getting stenographer's
vation and appreciation of detail in the lines of "Week-End in Montreal". Mr. Nolan, however, seems to have a few false ideas about "spread" from sitting on that
the Irish. He writes in his article, "Their antipathy (the antipathy bench.
of the Irish) for the English comes from simpler sources, which are
Patsy Darone: "My rhetoric
principally a journal called Social Justice and the college newspaper book says that it will be a wonderRecords may be diswhich Junior brings home from B. C." It is our firm and unshakeable ful game.
carded for the B. C.-H. C. game.
opinion that the current reading of the Irish-American is not confined to Social Justice or to the "college newspaper which Junior It will be the story of who wants
brings home from B. C." Certainly it is unfair of Mr. Nolan to infer to win. Let's go, B. C."
that the intellectual scope of so many intelligent people is thus limMalachy McGrath, Chief of Poited. We believe that such innuendos are unworthy of the best in lice at B. C. "Our boys will win.
Mr. Nolan.
In spite of their injuries, they have
The STYLUS this year is far superior to last year's STYLUS. a better team than the Cross."
Paul Maguire, Student ManWhen we began this column last month we declared that our sincere
purpose was to do our bit for Boston College by helping to make ager: "B. C. by two touchdowns,
its activities as perfect as possible. This is still our purpose, we no matter how many Srigoses they
hope we shall not lose sight of it.
discover."

INQUIRING REPORTER
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By PAUL

MORE COMEDIES

Hollywood studios have announced more comedies?light sophisticated, slapstick, musical, etc.?any kind, as long as they cheer
up the war blues of audiences. Going even farther than this, Darryl
F. Zanuck, head of Twentieth Century-Fox, has issued orders that
all pictures made in his studio are to have happy endings regardless
of the source. It looks as though there will be little realism in the
coming crop of films.
MINUTE REVIEWS

"Suspicion" (Cary Grant-Joan Fontaine) Hitchcock, Fontaine,
Grant, and suspense?a combination hard to beat. At times it calls
to mind "Rebecca" but this certainly is not a fault.
"The Shadow of the Thin Man" (William Powell-Myrna LoyAsta) A sequel is never as good as the original, and this is
no ex-

ception. Nick Charles still tracks criminals with a glass in his hand
and a bottle close by?but the old spontaneity is gone. This one is
just so-so. Don't go out of your way to see it?but don't object to
seeing it if you have nothing better to do.
"Sergeant York" (Gary Cooper-Joan Leslie) Cooper's latest, the
story of Alvin York, hero of World War number one, has finally
reached Boston. Judging from the long run it had in New York,
it should be a fine picture. Incidentally, "Sergeant York" was on the
Senate Propaganda Committee list.

B. C. TROPHY ARRAY
(Continued from Page 8)
East, and that great end Gene
Goodreault won the Lowe Trophy
for the most outstanding player
in New England college football
for that season.
Whoever can forget the memorable season of 1940 when the
Eagles of Boston College startled
the football world by soundly
trouncing the Tulane Green Wave
27 to 7? Beginning with that Tulane upset, the 1940 Eagles swept
through a stiff ten-game schedule
and ended the most glorious season unbeaten and untied.
The hard tackles of Kerr, Gladchuck, Manzo and Joe Zabilski are
still echoing through Fenway
Park.
The Holy Cross victory was
perhaps the dearest win to many
Boston College men for it brought
with it an invitation to play the
University of Tennessee in the
Sugar Bowl on New Year's Day,
in New Orleans. Those students,
alumni and friends of Boston College will never forget how the
Eagles came from behind three
times to capture national honors
by beating the Vols of Tennessee
19 to 13.
1940 Awards
The season of 1940 brought to
the Heights the Lambert Trophy,
emblematic of the Eastern championship, the famous Sugar Bowl,
the symbol of victory in New Orleans and the Lowe trophy, awarded to Charles O'Rourke as the

most outstanding player in New
England. Besides these symbols
of greatness many of the 1940
Eagles were selected on various
All-American teams: Gene Goodreault, Henry Toczylowski, Chet
Gladchuck, George Kerr and Charley O'Rourke, while others received bids to play on professional and All Star teams.
The Lambert Trophy, is of
course, returned every fall, while
the previous holder gets a bronze
plaque showing that they once
possessed the trophy. The Sugar
Bowl is also returned, but the college gets back a miniature copy
with the names of the competing
teams and the score engraved
thereon. Along with these trophies the team was also presented
with a bronze plaque by the Boston Chamber of Commerce, in recognition of the work done by the
team in spreading the name of
Boston in the South. This plaque
is engraved with the names of
every player on the squad and has
the score of the Sugar Bowl
game also. You can see it any
day by going up to the northeastern corner of the Tower Building,
just outside the Dean's office,
where the plaque is set in the
wall for future generations of
Boston College men to admire.
The newest trophy and perhaps
the most beautiful, is the Crusader-Eagle Trophy which is presented annually to the winner of
the Boston College-Holy Cross
game, the Eagles having gained
first possession last year.
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CLASSICS BULLETIN
CHANGES FORMAT
HUMANITIES PROVES VIRILE
Featuring a changed format to complement its new title, the
Boston College Classical Department Bulletin, the Humanities, was
published Wednesday. Much has been said previously, of the remarkable popularity of classical studies at the college, and this
November issue is certainly a worthy expression of this trend.
As a literary magazine, this edition is not completely coherent,
and, in some respects, not equal to some of last year's work. As a
whole however, it is quite progressive and refreshing, with an eyecatching method of presentation.
INTRODUCES NEW TITLE
The new title, the "Humanities", will obviously have a greater
appeal than the former 'To Logeion'. Judging from the content of
the bulletin this name will be appropriate, as may be seen by an
analysis of the articles. From an artistic standpoint, the front page
is very attractive, both for its simplicity and its aptness. The body
of the bulletin is also well arranged with dashes of poetry, by John
Ross and Constantine Pappas, and miscellaneous items under "Nova
et Vetera," relieving the solid pages of the feature articles. About
Pappas' work, more at a later point, but at present we have a word
on the rest of the matter.
The Editorial is not quite clear. Professedly it attempts to formulate a definition of Christian Humanism. The ambitious phrases of
the first paragraph expand almost to obscurity, leaving the theme
to finally appear later in the sequence of thought. Despite the confusing start, a strong argument is developed. The principles set down
for a modern Christian Humanism, establish a foundation for the
other material in the magazine.

SIMILARITY NOTED
The Classics and the Cretins, by Joe Nolan, apart from its own
qualities, suffers from an obvious similarity in subject matter to
that of The Classics, Culture, and America, by John Russell. We
are all aware that America faces a problem of citizen and military
morale. To quote Mr. Nolan; "This ambiguous thing of morale is
sometimes defined as spirit, or enthusiasm, or the will to battle.
Whatever it is, we know it is something lacking from America's
dispirited drafted army."
It seems that Mr. Russell agrees, "Today we are fighting to defend something. But What? No one quite knows." We certainly do
not wish to deprecate the terrific importance of discovering some
national remedy for our present plight. Since however, both Nolan
and Russell working from an almost identical first premise, arrive
at approximately the same conclusion, their material tends to the
repetitious. Were these articles to appear in separate magazines, or
even in separate issues of the same magazine, they would undoubtedly be far more effective. In their present position they both suffer.
NEED OF PROPORTION
Once again, national morale is acutely pressing. The ordered
philosophy of life which the Classics suggest is important, but the
Humanities is not solely devoted to an exposition of its various
phases. Some article, as well written as either of these two, but on
a different subject, would give the bulletin a more balanced proportion.
To return to Nolan's work we cannot help admiring the scope of
his discussion. With a high degree of accuracy he expresses in a
sentence some of the most glaring faults in our system of life. Note
for example: ". .the most inherent danger in American life today is
the inability of Americans to think clearly, and to think themselves.
It is dangerous because it is now producing boredom and, indirectly,
immorality.." His following remark that "it can in the same way
produce revolution" is too breath-taking a transition to accept passively however. In another instance treating of the modern position
of the Classics he writes, "But the important thing is that we have
yielded place, not principle, to science in our curriculum."
There are several sections of the 'Classics and the Cretins' that
fall short of proof. The assumption, soundly based on rumor, that
conditions in our army camps are not morally sound, while they
may be there, show no evidences of support here. The monotonously
traditional jube at Dr. Eliot also appears to be introduced with no
close casual relation to the topic at end. His closing paragraph is
completely inconsonant with anything that we discovered in the
body of the article.

RUSSELL EFFECTIVE
The effectiveness of John Russell's reasoning was certainly
dimmed for us by what we had previously read in Nolan's work.
We almost feel that, due to his wider scope of subject matter, this
price might well have been accorded the feature place in the bulletin. We cannot agree with some of the extremes to which Jack
goes in supporting Latin and Greek, nor do we feel that the cause
of American culture would surrender as objectively as he would
presume, but we do admit that his point is well taken.
In a lighter vain, The Olympic Games, by Thomas J. Owens,
a lucid account of a lighter subject offers a pleasant variation to the
heavier matter of the magazine.
In Homeric Interlude, Constantine Pappas attempts a novel
type of poetry. Despite the fact that he is attempting a difficult juxtaposition of a Greek method of expression, and in English words he
does a very workmanlike job.
SHOWS VIRILITY
The outstanding appeal of the Humanities came in its virility.
Its ideas may not have all seemed sound, but at least they leaped
about with a youthful enthusiasm that kept the reader alert, engaged and interested.
Such an eminent figure in the classical world as Fr. Francis P.
Donnelly, S.J., of Fordham, has recognized the excellence of the
work being done by the Classical Department. We feel that the
very self-assurance with which these student writers have expressed
themselves continues to merit praise.
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History of Rivalry

Amateur Theory,
INQUIRING
REPORTER
Between the Two
Code Taught
Institutions

Club Members

John Corbett '43: "Will I be
quoted ? If so will Ibe quoted correctly? I don't want to be mis(Continued from Page 5)
understood on this interrogation.
At the most recent meeting of
Well?to
be truthful?l
don't the Radio Club, Fr. Tobin, Modrecord, it won by two touchdowns know."
erator of the Club told the memand two Jimmy Fitzpatrick points
bers that there is a great demand
Tom Hinchey '42: The same as for trained radio
after conversions for a total of
operators and
Jim
Britt's prediction last night." personnel in industry today. Be14-0.
cause of the national defense proCrusaders Kan Up Highest Score
gram, radio has become a fertile
field;
one with opportunities and a
0-0. The Eagles won in '33 13-9
In 1921 Holy Cross whacked a
future,
Fr. Tobin pointed out. At
and that game was a thrill from
defeathered Eagle 41-0. That is
the
of his talk Fr.
conclusion
finish.
start to
the biggest score ever rolled up
Tobin congratulated the members
in the series and all B. C. students
Two Bowls in Two Years
of the Radio Club for their interest
would like to see such ignominy
and praised Prof. Gager, of the
And now stepping into our own
erased some time in th; very near
Physics Dept. for his efforts in orback yard we can forget the
future.
ganizing the club and making it
1937-8 games and start talking
B. C. won in 1922-3 by modera e about the Bowling Eagles of 1939- one of the more important school
scores and the whirling Purples 40 who trampled Holy Cross by activities.
added 33 points for themselves to scores of 14-0 and 7-0. In those two
The Radio Club offers a special
0 gained by B. C. This was a parseasons Boston College enjoyed the course this year for prospective
ticularly interesting game from a fruits of a plentiful harvest of amateur operators. Prof. Gager
B. C. standpoint in a certain re- potent football talent that shawled teaches the amateur theory, classes
spect. It will make an old timer our Alma Mater with glory and meet every Tuesday seventh peremember what a grand and glori- renown and spread the
name of riod in the Electricity Lab, Science
ous character was playing for the Boston College most favorably to Building starting Dec. 2.
The
Eagles that year. His name was every corner of the United States. other requisite for the amateur
Chuck Darling. He is another Read their names and remember operator's examination is the
B. C. immortal whose name will them in their glories: Ananis, Morse code and a speed of thirnot be scratched out of the memCignetti,
Schwotzer,
Harrison, teen words must be attained before
ories of B. C. followers.
an applicant is examined in the
Goodreault, Manzo, Kerr, GladTo cover this requireHoly Cross was winning handily chuck, Yauckoes, Zabilski, Toczv- theory.
in this game and the star was lowski, Montgomery, Dubzinski ment, four code classes are held
Billy Wise. He was running elu- and O'Rourke. What a collection weekly, and four different groups
sively and was playing a starring of stars they were. And how Holy are learning the code slowly but
surely. These classes meet Tuesgame for the Crusaders. Along in Cross remembers them
day sixth, Wednesday seventh,
the fourth quarter he took the ball
Besides giving a thrill to the Thursday seventh, and Friday
from center deep in Holy Cross thousands that
attend this annual seventh in the Radio Room.
territory and he streaked through game this Holy Cross vs. Boston
a crevice in the line out into the College classic often demonstrates
Next Tuesday is the last day
open and it seemed as though he the unexpected.
for new members and those interwere on the right route to another
ested in either the code or the
So, whether the star of tomortouchdown. From out of nowhere
theory or both should report at
suddenly loomed Chuck Darling. rows tangle is a star or a sub it this meeting. All students are welHe was cutting across the field in will matter not. There have beeen come.
For those members alsuch a fashion that he could not stars of this game in the past, ready assigned to a code class,
there will be a special practice sesmiss the onrushing Wise. Closer there will be more stars in the fusion held on Thursday third peand closer they came and had ture; but all of those who have parDarling tackled Wise from the ticipated in this game have gone riod. At this time all the groups
angle that he was approaching out there for one purpose and will gather for further instruchim he would have cut him in from the B. C. angle it was to tion in sending and receiving code.
beat Holy Cross.
Anyone interested in learning the
pieces like a scythe mowing a hayfield. He could have seriously incode who is not yet assigned to a
code class should see Ed Weiss as
Crusader Immortals
jured Wise if he tackled him. Insoon as possible.
stead, being the astute gentleman
Reams could be written about
that he was, Darling merely gave
and heroes in this series and
Wise a straightarm and knocked stars
the
mention of the following
him off side to finish the play.
Here's the past records:
names
is only a fraction of the
What an ovation rang into Darnames that should be presented.
ling's ears!
His praises were
The Whole Series
Holy Cross had fellows like Siechoed through the park that day,
mondinger
and
who
starred.
Riopel
through the city that night, and
There were the famous Grand 1896 BC
6-4
a character like Chuck Darling
Opera Twins Cavalieri and Colwill always remain in the hearts
96 BC
6-2
ucci, a team of ends who tried to
of B. C. men.
the
time
Eagle
every
defeather
97 HC
10-4
Jim
they met the B. C. team.
97 BC
B. C. Under McKenney
12-0
Moran and Buzz Harvey with
98 BC
In the later 1920'5, which were Nick Morris were heroes for the
0-0
Glennen and
called the "Glorious Twenties", Crusader cause;
98 BC
11-0
Boston College was wrapped in an Shell Daly starred too. Oulette
Kidd,
and
Britt
and
Hop
Riopel.
99 BC
aura of success and achievement.
17-0
Coach Joe McKenney, B. C, was Bernie O'Keefe now a submaster
1901 HC
11-0
eminently successful with the 1928 at Revere High and Truck Niland
of
the
Boston
Post
deadvertising
2 HC
22-0
team and the Eagles flew around
their schedule beating everyone, partment were Crusader lumin10 HC
34-3
including Duke and our friends aries.
11 HC
from Worcester who will be with
13-5
Former Eagle Greats
us at 1:30 tomorrow. This team
12 HC
13-0
Maroon and Gold heroes are a
was made up of stars from one
14 HC
10-0
spread of the Eagle's wing to hundred fold and to remember
half
of
them
15
HC
9-0
the other. Warren McGuirk was
would be a job that
the
would
captain
telephone
company
the
and playing with him
have
16 BC
17-14
to take up. Urban and Darling
were Paddy Creedon, Johnny DixBC
17
34-6
on, Charlie Murphy and "Big Six" and the other greats have been
19
BC
9-7
Al Weston.
mentioned. But there are more;
Flavio Tosi was as brilliant an
20 BC
14-0
McKenney's men of might won
end as ever played for the
that game in '28 by the score of
21 HC
41-0
Heightsmen, then there was Tony
19-0 and they followed this victory
BC
22
17-13
Commerford and the Kellys and
the following year bv winning
Kelleys, Doyles and Sheehans.
23 BC
16-7
12-0.
Herb Treat was a B. C. hero along
24 HC
33-0
Gloom struck the Eagle forces with Freitas, Horsfall and Gintoff,
25 BC
17-7
in 1931. They lost that" game by and Ted Madden who all reached
the wafer thin score of 7-6, but out to the pinacles of their glories
26 BC
0-0
the gloom was not in the defeat when they came up against Holy
27 BC
6-0
that B. C. suffered because the Cross. Bernie Kilroy and every
28 BC
19-0
gloom was centered in the heart good center like him who has been
of the plucky Harry Downes when compared
29
BC
to
Jack
12-0
immortal
he learned that his mother died Heaphy and with them as B. C.
30 HC
7-0
while he was playing his heart heroes are George Dowd, present
31 HC
7-6
out against Holy Cross. Perhaps C. Y. O. head, Mike Durant and
the best game of his career was Benny Murray and another long
32 BC
0-0
being played on that wind swept list about the length of my arm
33 BC
13-9
Saturday, and Harry who did not who have played great ball games
HC
34
7-2
realize the seriousness of his against the Worcester team.
35 HC
20-6
mother's condition kept busting
Tomorrow's game will be the
through the Holy Cross line to
36 BC
13-12
thirty-ninth of the memorable
hui'l back time and again the Cru20-0
series. It, too, will be a part of
37 HC
sader's thrusts.
the memory and it goes without
38 HC
29-7
Tony Rovinski, Walt Clifford, saying that it will be a five star39
BC
14-0
Miller and Ryan and others could finale on the schedule of these two
40 BC
7-0
not beat B. C. in 1932 and the Jesuit foes. Concluding here we
Eagles who did not have enough might say:
It's the same old
WINS?BC 19.
scoring punch saw that game end story?in new words.
HC 16.
j
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B.C.-H.C. STARTING LINE-UP

SOPHS ON EAGLE ELEVEN
ARE VETERANS ALREADY
Quartet of Stars
Holds Down First String
Assignments on Team
Frank Farry
No less than two dozen impertinent sophomores will round
out their initial year of varsity
play against the highly talented
Crusaders from Mt. St. James
tomorrow at Fenway Park. Many
of these wet-behind-the-ears sophs
have displayed the ability and
finesse of seasoned veterans, and
four stalwarts from this group
hold first mortgages on starting
positions.
FURBUSH STARS
Charlie Furbush, Gil Bouley,
Pat Darone, and Ed Doherty are
the quartet which hold down first
team berths. Furbush, an aggressive end from Waltham, has performed brilliantly throughout the
current campaign and is frequently mentioned as being in the
same category as the seemingly
incomparable Gene Goodreault.
He has the super-picket's ability
to feint the defense out of position
while he slides into the open to
flag down an aerial. On defense
this great deceiver possesses an
uncanny way of evading enemy
interferers until the last splitsecond, then crashes in and nails
the ball carrier.
BOULEY MAINSTAY
Large Gil Bouley has demonstrated that his freshman press
By

notices were correct, if not too
conservative.
This 220 pound
tackle from the Nutmeg State has
been the mainstay of the Eagle
forward wall this Fall, and, as
indication of his merits, every opposing coach has hailed huge Gil
as the best tackle they have seen
all year.
Francis Wallace the
football expert for the Saturday
Evening Post predicted last September that Bouley would be the
outstanding sophomore lineman in
the Nation.
Last September when Denny
Myers' guard situation looked disastrous, Patsy Darone, stepped in
to fortify the dubious outlook.
The Maiden mite made quite a
name for himself that humid afternoon in New Orleans against
the enraged Green Wave with his
vicious tackling and blocking.
Darone has learned the ropes
rapidly and the barrel-chested
bomber should have two great
years ahead of him.
DOHERTY SPARKPLUG
Sophomore quai'terbacks on a
starting eleven are as scarce as
left handed catchers on a baseball
nine, but Boston College has a
brilliant one in Ed Doherty.
Doherty calls the signals unerringly and besides being a capable
kicker he is a nifty aerial sharpEd has sparked the
shooter.
Myersmen on numerous occasions
with his spectacular generalship
and exceptional ball-handling.
Angie Nicketakis, Vic Matthews,
John O'Sullivan and Bill Degan
have given Harry Marr competent

BOSTON COLLEGE

reserves to bolster the flank posts.
Nicketakis especially has seen
much service in relief roles.
Nicketakis is also quite a baseball
star as he touched Howie Pollett,
the St. Louis Cardinals' ace, for a
pair of singles in the Legion
finals a few seasons back Angie
Sisti and John Dubzinski are a
pair of tackles which should be
heard from in the near future.
Sisti, who is quite a weightthrower on the track team, has
alternated with Al Morro and has
caught the eyes of observers with
his fierce tackles. Dubzinski is a
familiar name to Maroon and Gold
adherents as brother Walter was
a star on last year's Sugar Bowl

aggregation.
CANALE STANDOUT
The class of '44 has furnished
the Eagles with many stellar
guards. Besides Darone there are
Lindy Blanchard, Pete Prezcop,
Fred Nedvins, Joe King and
Frank Sposato. Blanchard from
Arlington has proven his worth
in nearly every contest to date
while the others have showed
ability although their performances have been few because of a
quartet of gents such as Canale,
Fiorentino, Repko, and Darone.
Tuck Toomey has been one of the
outstanding recruits and a frequent fill-in for Fred Naumetz.
The Stoughton lad has been spectacular on pass defense and has
sparked all-around brilliance at
the pivot spot.
Other reserve
centers are Bob Sullivan from
Waltham and Ed Lambert of
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Boratyn

Steve Murphy

John
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Grigas

Quinn, Kissell, Lucas.

H.C. Reserves:

Kretowicz, Mills, Digris, Hoar, Sweeney,

Yablonsky, Titus, Bezemes, Weitekamp, Gibson Scondras, Wasilewski, Klasoskus.

Brighton.
BACKS IMPRESSIVE
Denny Myers had a chance to
take the wraps off his sophomore
backs against B. U.,
and they
made quite an impression on the
followers of the Eagles.
Bill
Quinn, Jim Benedetto, Bill Connery, Bob Burns, Chris Brady,
and Ed Mahoney are the cream
of last year's freshman crop who
have spelled Maznicki, Williams,
Kissell and Co. Billy Quinn from
Englewood, N. J. is a flashy
breakaway runner and also a
?
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Broni Macy

chard, Toomey, Moran, Connolly, Boudreau, Benedetto,

Jim Benedetto the
Swampscott speedster ripped off
substantial gains against the
Terriers while "Jedge" Connery
from
Mickey Connolly's home
town of Norwalk, Conn., tallied
twice against St. Anselm's and
ran
Manhattan
Bob
ragged.
Burns, Chris Brady, and Ed
Mahoney form a trio of hardcharging fullbacks.
It is interesting to watch the
progress of these sophs since they
will be the nucleus of the squad
the next two years.
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GRIGAS SPARKS CRUSADER CAPTAIN AL MORRO
OFFENSIVE THREATS
By HENRY TRAINOR

Holy Cross Hit
By Injuries To
Key Men

CRUSADER THREAT

By Steve Meagher

Tomorrow afternoon eleven Crusaders will take their respective
positions on the Fenway gridiron,
hoping to salvage some small fragment of glory at the close of a poor
season. When these men walk onto the field, past records will be
forgotten, and a mediocre team
will become an inspired group of
ball-players, who will provide all
the expected color of an annual
rivalry.
Judging from past performances, the spearhead of the Purple
attack will be Johnny Grigas, AllAmerican material, who amply
fills the tail-back spot for the Crusaders. This man is a brilliant
player; handicapped by the poor
playing of his mates, he has forced
the public to give him the recognition he deserves. As fullback, his
favorite role is lugging the ball
from scrimmage In this department Johnny is the nation's best
to date. When taking the leather,
his legs plunge like pistons, almost touching his head . . . watch
him

Tomorrow afternoon will mark
the end of the grid trail for ten
men of the class of forty-two.
Chief figure among these will be
Al Morro, tackle and popular captain of the Myers Maulers. This
will be Al's third Cross game and
will mark the exit of one of the
most colorful figures ever to wear
a maroon and gold uniform.

It is with regret that Al plays
his last game for B. C. "I have enjoyed a great deal the four years
of football that I have played at
"I have
the Heights," said Al.
learned lessons on the field that I
shall never forget. I have never
played with a group of fellows who
were more unselfish, unassuming
and good-natured. I am very
proud to have been their captain."
Traditional Game.

year was named All-Rhode Island
State along: with teammate Ed
He was also elected
Zabilski.
captain of both the track and football teams in his senior year. As
a discus man he defeated the much
publicized Al Blozis in scholastic
competition.
His record at B. C. has been
equally colorful. On the gridiron
he saw three years of varsity service which included two post season
games.
As a discusman he has
won a long string of titles among
which are the National Junior,
New England Intercollegiate and
the N. E. A. A. U. titles. Again
this year he bested Georgetown's
Al Blozis in competition at Philadelphia.

Third Cross Game.
Tomorrow will be Al's third Holy
game.
As a sophomore
shocktrooper in the epic '39 contest he won universal recognition
for his line play against a highly
touted Crusader eleven.

Cross

The captain terms last year's

Cross team as the best he ever
Al sees tomorrow's encounter faced. Aroused by being classed

Two Quarterbacks.
Calling signals for the Cross
will be Frank Saba, a Brockton
boy, on the offense, and Johnny
Bezemes on the defense. Both
players are experienced men, capJOHNNY
able of pickin' 'em right in the
tight spots. The H. C. coach, Joe
Sheeketski, employs this strategy, backfield, the Eagles will soon find
which is certainly sound, to get the out that Steve is a hard running
back, capable of dragging his tackbest returns from his team.
lers with him (but what about the
Boratyn Right Half.
B. C. style). As individuals, the
At the right halfback slot will
Holy Cross backfield is really
be Joe Boratyn, who, it seems, has great, but when they are taken as
against
publicity.
missed his block
a unit, the secret of their ups and
This is an injustice, because Joe
downs is told; it's the same old
really deserves a collection of sustory of teamwork.
perlatives for his exceptional
blocking. He's one of those blocking backs that seldom fails to stop Brawny Line.
'em cold. No doubt, Boratyn will
The Purple forward wall is
be a headache to the Maroon and known for its brawn and bloody
Boratyn has tactics against its opponents. FaGold's ball-toters.
starred at his position in every miliar with the talents of our own
game this season; don't be sur- linemen, who are by no means
prised if he carries out Saba's or- "eaglets," the Crusaders can only
ders to make those first downs.
hope for an even match (haw
Across from Boratyn will be haw!) Joe Zeno and"Red" BrenSteve Murphy at left halfback, nan, left guard and left tackle rewho starred in the past three Cross spectively, made that end of the
games, in spite of the fact that he line the strongest. If the "Cross"
entered the games overshadowed had fared better this season as a
by the Great Grigas and Joe Bora- team, Joe Zeno would have been
tyn. Like the rest of the Crusader the Purple line's representative for

GRIGAS
All-American honors. Playing the
same style of football as our "Gil"
Bouley, he intends to be the fifth
man in the B. C. backfield (can it
be done?)
Starting Lineup.
The starting lineup for the Crusaders will probably be: E. Murphy, le., 185; Brennan It., 215;
Zeno, lg., 197; Hamilton, c, 196;
Alberghini, rg., 195; Macy, rt., 192;
Roberts, re., 192; Saba, qb., 180;
S. Murphy, lhb., 185; Boratyn, rhb.,
190; Grigas, fb., 205.
The Holy Cross team is nursing
more physical injuries than the
Eagles. Several of the H. C. firststringers are handicapped with leg
trouble, which seems to be the
plague of every team. In spite of
their injuries and previous defeats,
Holy Cross will play the game to
win, although the power of the
Eagles will prove too great for the
Purple Horde.

with the purple as a real battle.
"A great deal depends on this
Seasonal
game for both teams.
records mean nothing in a rivalry
like this. The boys at the Cross
will remember last year and will
be trying hard to eke out their
first victory in three years. We
seniors, however, will be out to
keep our Cross record clean and
end our collegiate careers with a
win over our rivals. For this reason I am sure that every one of
the twenty-two men on the field
will be out there fighting hard for
victory.
In addition Al declared that he is
proud of his senior teammates from Rhode Island, Frank
Maznicki and Ed Zabilski. Both
came here under-rated and were
never fully appreciated until of
very

late.
Discus Title Holder.

Al has the honor of having participated in two post seasonal bowl
games, the Cotton Bowl in 1940
and the Sugar Bowl on last New
Year's Day. "Both trips were very
educational and proved to be a
wonderful experience," he said.
Morro will revisit Dallas later this
year when he treks down there to
compete in the N. A. A. A. U.
track events.
The Eagle leader leaves behind
him a colorful athletic career. He
is a native of Providence and a
product of Providence Central. At
Central, Al played four years at
the tackle slot and in his senior

as underdogs the Purple exploded
and played superb defensive ball
to hold the highly favored Eagles'
to a lone tally.
Stopped Vols.

Coach Myers terms Al's performance against the Vols at Fenway Park as the best of his collegiate career. Time and again
the captain refused to be taken out
and was the mainstay of his side
of the line. After two or three
plays Volunteer quarterbacks gave
up trying to gain yardage through
his position.
Besides being a top notch ath-

lete, Al is one of the finest sportsmen in the game. In his role as

captain he has insured clean play
from the Eagles at all times during the season. When hard feelings began to develop in the second
half of the game with the Vols it
was Al who kept a cool head and
prevented a further outbreak of

hostilities.
Much of the success of the team
to date can be attributed to Al's
leadership. A born fighter Al more
than once injected the victory spark
into his team. It was his "never
say die" spirit that characterized the team's recovery after a
slow start.

In short Al has more than vin-

dicated the trust placed in him last

February by the twenty odd lettermen taking part in the election.
He will go down as one of the
finest captains ever to lead the
Eagle eleven.

Three Juniors To Start Cross Game
Canale, Naumetz, Holovak
Lead Third Year Men
Mickey Connolly Ready
By

Ernest Santosuosso

Although the Junior Class of
Boston College has contributed a
large number of candidates to this
season's football squad, the lineup for tomorrow's traditional clash
with Holy Cross will probably find
only three members of the Class
of '43 list among the starting
group. Most likely to win the nod
are Rocco Canale at right guard,
Fred Naumetz at center, and Mike
Holovak at right half-back.

Of the thirteen Juniors on the
team, eleven are hold-overs from
last year's Sugar Bowl squad.
While this unit will delegate but
three starters in tomorrow's skirmish, the greater part have seen
plenty of action in the past nine
games, with two or three potential
lead-off men kept inactive by injuries.

CANALE STARS
Rocco Canale will probably be
Coach Denny Myers' nominee for
a starting role at right guard. The
"Rock" has really gone to town in
a big way this season, doing most
of his damage in the enemy backfield with his hard tackling and
punt blocking. A decided standout in the Eagles' meeting with
Wake Forest, Canale has moved up
among the circle of the football
elite.
Fred Naumetz served in the capacity of a "Handy Andy" last
season, alternating at end and
center.
This year, due to the
wealth of material at the wings,
Naumetz has concentrated on the
pivot spot.
Although Fred has
been severely hampered by a
broken thumb for the past few
weeks, his defensive work has not
fallen off in the least. From here
it appears that Fred is doing a fine
job, filling the berth vacated by
Chet Gladchuck, B. C.'s All-American center.

HOLOVAK AT RIGHT HALF
A difficult job faced Mike Holovak, 205 pound back, with the ad-

vent of the intricate "T" formation.
While the Notre Dame offense required of Mike mostly line smashes
and catching of an occasional pass
or two, the "T" allows Mike to
shift from right half to fullback
at a moment's notice, thus giving
Holovak an opportunity to break
out into the open more often as the
opposition will attest. Tomorrow
the modest Lansfordian is out to
make it a field day at the expense
of the Crusaders.
CURRIVAN TO PLAY
At the start of the season, Don
Currivan was slated for the team
right-end berth, but a knee injury
popped up and laid him low after
the game down south with Tulane.
Don was forced to mark time for
a couple of weeks until the clash
with Temple, when the medicos
judged Currivan fit for at least a
few minutes' action. Everything
was sugar and honey for the Mansfield lad until his luck back-fired
and Don was limping once more,
his knee out of commission. After
a series of knee treatments Currivan was rested up in order that he
might be out there against the
team whose hearts he broke last

in the climax play of the
game.
CONNOLLY READY
Another gridder who is a vital
cog in the Eagles' machine is
Harry "Mickey" Connolly with
whom Currivan is not alone in his
sorrow. Mickey first became ill in
New Orleans and that turnabout
dogged him, although he continued
to play good ball. Only recently
Mickey had to step aside because
of a leg injury, although he relieved Wally Boudreau in the waning minutes of last Saturday's
game.
Connolly will be ready for
tomorrow's fracas at quarterback,
carrying out the job of ballhandling and triple-threat assignments.
During Connolly's inactivity, Ed
Doherty took over operation at the
signal-calling spot until he was injured also.
Wally Boudreau, a
good blocker and an adept passer,
moved in and has proved a sparkplug in leading the Eagles to
touchdown marches, thus assuring
the Cambridge athlete of an important role in tomorrow's conyear

test.

CAPABLE GUARDS
A pair of athletes strengthening
the B. C. line are Al Fiorentino and
Joe Repko at right and left guard,
respectively. The former has been

sharing duties with Canale while
Repko alternates with Pat Darone
at the left guard. These two serve
as prominent reasons for the solidity of the B. C. wall.
Blossoming into acclaim through
his defensive work this season is
Tom Moran at center. An adroit
play analyst, and noted for alertness against passes. Tom, brother
of Holy Cross' All American Jim
Moran, is a safe bet when it comes
to strengthening the B. C. forward wall.
Carl Lucas is playing his first,
A good
full season as fullback.
kicker and passer, Carl was shifted
in order to bolster the full back
slot . Had OLD MAN injury not
followed Carl's tracks, the Somerville stalwart would have a greater chance to display his wares.
NEW FACES ON ROSTER
Two new comers to the Eagle's
fold are Ed Lambert, from Boston
Latin, who is aspiring for the
center job, and Bill Power from
Mission, who is striving for honors
at guard.
Robert "Bull" Dempsey had a
net average of 8 yards all last season. This speedy halfback, along
with his bigger brothers is going
to do his best to make it the worst
afternoon in history for the Crusaders.
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TEN SENIORS PLAY LAST
Through the GAME FOR EAGLE
ELEVEN
Eagle's Eye

By BILL RILEY

As We See It
Tomorrow afternoon in the vicinity of one P. M. the Maroon
and Gold will step out on the Jersey St. battleground prepared to
make it three in a row over the erstwhile crushing Crusaders of
Holy Cross. The Purple knight has had a bumpy ride this Fall to
say the least. Last week's joust with a rejuvenated Temple Owl
just about shattered the battered mail of the Worcester horseman.
The boys from Mt. St. James have been hampered by injuries all
season. Spark-plug Tommy Sullivan wrote finis to his brief pigskin
career back in September in Baton Rouge. Since that time Joe
Sheeketski has scoured the hilltop campus for his successor at the
triple-threat spot. New faces have been a dime a dozen but such
worthies as Natowich, Mulcahy, Gibson and Murphy have flashed
briefly but soon took their places beside Andover Tommy on the
Hoya hospital list. Anyone with a possible solution to this problem
please contact Joe Sheeketski before game time tomorrow.

EAGLES APPEAR FIT
For the second straight year the city squad will occupy
role of favorites in the Jesuit classic. Last December we recall a
similar state of affairs. On that memorable day the supposedly dead
horseman from the west end of the 'Pike came to life and nearly
stole the sugar from an over-confident Eagle. Tomorrow the marquee will read much the same. The royal Purple will in all probability arise from the dust to defend the honor and glory of old
H.C. against those "lucky bums" from the Newton Hills. Be that as
it may, our Eagles will still be the club to beat and there will be
ten Maroon seniors seeking to make it four out of four against Holy
Cross. The tension of bowl bids and the accompanying ballyhoo will
be among the missing at game time and Denny Myers' first stringers
will answer the opening whistle much more relaxed than did last
year's club. Denny would appreciate it no end if his boys could
suddenly emerge as the under-dogs but that just "ain't being done."
CITY CHAMPS
AGAIN
Last Saturday Denny gave his number one club a well-deserved
rest and turned over the B.U. struggle to the second and thir'i
stringers. These erstwhile guardians of the Eagle bench gave the
Terriers "quite a battle" over the last three periods as the Heightsmen annexed the city title once more. In contrast to the serene
happenings at the Fens, the Crusaders were taking a rough goin?
over at the hands of Tomasic and Temple. However in spite of our
feelings that the Myersmen could have buried the Commonwealth
Avenue canine a la St. Anselm, we feel that due credit must be
given to Pat Hanley's team. B.U. was behind the eight-ball before
the echo of the opening toot of the referee's whistle had died away
but they stuck together and came back to make a ball game of what
had all the earmarks of becoming a track meet. Captain Radulski
and center Sid Michaels ranked with the best linemen we have
watched all season.
?

SPOTLIGHT ON TERRY
The star of the week award could easily go to anyone of a dozen
Eagles. Kissell and Maznicki looked like all-Americans in the opening minutes but Eagles Eye feels that the "Heights" spotlight should
rather fall on Terry Geoghegan and Angie Sisti. Both these boys
were starting their first varsity game and both played sixty minutes
of bang-up ball. For Geoghegan it was a crowning achievement. A
star on one of the greatest Eaglet elevens to wear the B.C. spangles.
Terry was buried for two seasons beneath a mountain of superior
players. This fall the likeable senior came into his own and climaxed
his drive for recognition with his sterling performance last week.
Terry is a credit to the team and the coaches. He is an honor student
in the school's most difficult course. B.S. in Physics. The greatest
tribute given Terry was the presentation by Captain Al Morro of
the victory ball after the B.U. game. Sophomore Angie Sisti carried
on in championship style vice Al Morro. His play won him honorable mention on the International News Service All-New England
team.
OUT ON THE LIMB
Saturday's games will ring down the collegiate grid curtain for
the current semester. Things have changed since last fall. The bowl
situation is in an acute condition. The various promoters are casting covetous glances at Minnesota, Duke and the Texas Aggies. To
wangle an acceptance of their rosy offers is another thing. The
matter is in red hot debate all over the country but it will have to
mark time until the final results are posted. As the Collegiate
Roundup is missing from these hallowed pages this week, Eagles
Eye will assume a precarious perch on the well-worn limb of prophecy and nominate B.C. to edge Holy Cross; Tennessee to slip by
the Commodores from Vanderbilt; Navy to sink the Army, Hank
Mazur notwithstanding; and Texas Aggies to eke out a close verdict
over mighty Texas. We may be wrong but we can still match those
hot tips that emanate from the pen of Ed McCarthy, head man of
the "Roundup."

B. C. Favored
In Joust With
Crusaders
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 1)
there on September 27th the Crusaders were being- acclaimed a wonder team and the Eagles were relegated to the junk-heap. That was
the day Holy Cross trounced the
Louisiana State after the debacle
in Tulane Stadium just a few
hours before. However the fortunes of the two teams have taken
different courses since then.
The Crusaders after their triumphant return found trouble in
getting by Providence then dropped
two in a row to Syracuse and Mississippi University. A weak N.Y.U.
team was stopped but a six-all tie
was the best the Cross could do
against Colgate's "Y" formation.
The team clicked on all eleven to
defeat Brown in their best game of
the year but they let down to allow a light Manhattan team tie
them. Last week a Temple team
which had been humiliated by
Michigan State the week before,
wreaked vengeance on the Crusaders 31 to 13.
Maroon Improved
The Eagles on the other hand
have displayed a constant improvement since being overwhelmed by
the Green Wave. They showed a
complete reversal of form against
Clemson though losing 26 to 13 and
took Manhattan, Georgetown, and
Temple in stride. In the latter
game the boys from the Heights
gave as perfect an exhibition of
football as we've ever seen. Wake
Forest went down fighting but on
the following Saturday the Eagles
sustained their third loss of the
season to an outplayed Tennessee
eleven. A victory over the Terriers
of B.U. prepped the team for tomorrow's struggle.
Well what does all this boil down
to? Just this. B.C. has probably
the best thrice-beaten team ever
and Holy Cross, though it seems
reticent about doing it can play
a bang-up game of football on occasions and you can be sure that
the clash on the morrow will be
just such an occasion.
Injuries Stop H. C.
Injuries have hampered both
clubs all year but the Purple holds
the edge in this department. The
loss for the season of spark-plug
Tommy Sullivan in the L.S.U. game
began a streak of hard luck for
Joe Sheeteski's operatives. Nearly
every member of the backfield
squad has missed at least one
game and after last week's drubbing at Andy Tomasic's hands Joe
may have difficulty in fielding a
team.
The one man on whom he has
been able to depend is Chelsea's
John Grigas who needs no introduction to B.C. rooters.
He has
more than justified the nice things
said about him after his performance in last year's game and
though only a Junior lie is Holy
Cross' number one choice for "all"
team honors. Others who have performed well for the Worcester collegians are the Murphy boys, Ed
and Steve, Johnny Boratyn, Frank
Saba, Johnny Bezemes and Dick
Gibson.
B.C. has some stars of its own
to counteract these boys however
and Eagle fans will be on the watch
for Maznicki's dodging runs, Holovak's plunging and Ed Doherty's
passings.
Aerial Battle Looms
Aerials may play a very important part in the eventual outcome for this has been the Crusaders chief weapon all year. The
combination of Bezemes to Ed
Murphy has proven particularly
effective and gained 161 yards
last week in a losing cause. The
Eagles pass defence has not been
too perfect all year and must improve if Al Morro is to have that
ball tomorrow.
Al has been passing them up all
year for this one. Let's hope he

DOTS AND DASHES
Jim Britt lists Fred Naumetz among the candidates for 'All'
honors... .Justin McGowan wired the squad his best wishes for a
win over Holy Cross. . . .Snooker's lads are hard at work preparing
for their coming ice schedule . . . Mgr. Dick Keating protests against
those early hours. .Eagles Eye forecasts a 21 to 6 win for Les
Eagles. . . .See you all at the VICTORY DANCE at the IMPERIAL
BALLROOM of the STATLER tomorrow night
A Paul Maguire
gets it.
production. . . .21-to-6!!!
..

PIERONI PROVES Morro, Maznicki
POPULAR WITH
Lead Maroon
FOOTBALL TEAM
Into Final Tilt
'"The greatest football manager
that ever worked with the B. C.
squad." This is the tribute that
the Senior football players have
bestowed upon their Varsity Manager, John Pieroni of Somerville,
Mass. Although he will not participate in tomorrow's game as a
contestant, the duties that this
stocky Senior has so diligently per-

VARSITY MANAGER

By TOM

MEAGHER

On the Boston College football
squad there are ten seniors, members of the class of 1942. Four
of them are natives of Massachu-

setts, two descended from New
Hampshire and three came from
Rhode Island. From the fishing
port of Gloucester comes Ted
Williams, one hundred and ninety
pounds of galloping fullback. Ted
went to Notre Dame as a freshman but
transferred to the
Heights to finish college. Since
his arrival he has shown steady
improvement and this year has
been one of the most outstandingbacks of the East.

LEVANITIS VALUABLE

COG

Steve Levanitis another debt of
gratitude that B. C. owes to Cambridge came to Chestnut Hill
fresh out of Rindge Tech where
he was an all scholastic player.
He has been a Varsity tackle for
the last three seasons and his

JOHN PIERONI

formed in aiding the destinies of
the Boston College team shall be
remembered for a long while by
the players and coaches alike.
To those who are unaware of the
importance of managerial duties
on a football squad, it is stated
that this certain branch of athletic service will never find its
praise recounted in the printed column of the newspaper. The football manager is content with the
gratitude accorded him by the
players and officials. The work is
hard, the tasks humble but if there
were no managers, then the loss
would be felt.

sterling performance in the '41
Sugar Bowl will long be remembered.
Dogged all season by an injured knee,
Brockton's Henry
Woronicz has not been as much in
the public eye as he was last
season when he was a champion
end, but he has completely recovered now and is determined to
close his college career in a blaze
of glory.
Leo Strumski, another Bay
Stater on the squad, comes from
Canton. Leo is a tackle and is
another one of the veterans of
the Bowl games.
Terry Geoghegan, the last of
the Massachusetts boys comes
from Hyde Park High.
Terry
plays the end position on the
present eleven.

MORRO ABLE LEADER
Al Morro, this year's 'captain
and starting tackle for the past
three years, comes from Providence, R. 1., where he attended
Cathedral High and was awarded
letters both in track and football.
Al has been a vital factor in the
line this year and has played
almost sixty minutes of every
John Pieroni began his duties game. As the team's choice for
when he was yet a Freshman in captain he has lived up to his
the B. C. Education section. At honour as befits a Boston College
man.
that time his assignments conAnother Providence boy is Ed
sisted of the distribution of equipment and carrying the helmets Zabilski who went to Providence
down to Alumni Field on every Central High. Ed is an end and
practice day. He has also seen the has easily upheld the reputation
day when he would serve as senti- established by his brother Joe.
nel outside the gates on Beacon St., As a junior Ed played in the
being on the alert for spies and Sugar Bowl and was an important
factor in the Eagle victory.
football "fifth columnists."
Last spring at the annual football elections, Pieroni was elected
to succeed the popular Tommy McDonald as Varsity Manager. He
took over a hard job, one that traditionally produces an "unsung
hero." By tomorrow night his job
will have been finished, so here's a
plug for John Pieroni, for an efficient performance at a difficult position.
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MONK HIGH SCORER
Francis Maznicki, the third of
the trio from Rhode Island hails
from West Warwick. Last year
Frank was the third highest
scorer in the country and led the
Eagles in individual points. This
year he is also the leading scorer
of the team with fifty-three points
at this writing. For a player his
size Frank is one of the hardest
running backs even seen in Boston.
From New Hampshire come
Adolph "Butch" Kissell and Bob
Kissell's home is in
Jauron.
Nashua where he attended Nashua
High with Bob Jauron.
They
played fullback and quarterback
respectively and as freshmen
showed great promise.
When
they stepped up to Varsity competition the field was full of stars
and they had to fight hard for
recognition. This year both players came into their own. Kissell
as a driving and hard running and
hard blocking back and Jauron as
a sparkling runner in a broken
field.
(Continued on Page 14, Col. 4)
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SUB ROSA
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 3)

worldly chance, he finds himself
financially prosperous, he should
not feel that he alone has been
blessed, but rather that he has
been honored with a trust of giving unusual help to those about
him. These blessings are only accidentally bestowed on individuals,
therefore their use is directed, not
for the good of one, but for the
good of the whole.
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Can we say that our Thanksgiving is a true Christian observance then ? Does it reflect a Christian philosophy of life?

It does if we are thankful for
the proper use of our opportunities. But if we were giving thanks
only because we have been able to
appropriate enough goods into our
hands to satisfy our animal demands; if we were thankful simply
because we were being spared the
inconveniences of war which others
are suffering, and not because we
have been fortunate enough in our
country to adopt a philosophy of
government which, if judiciously
observed, might eventually bring
peace to the whole world; if we
were hypocritically bowing our
heads in mock thanks for gifts of
personal power which should have
been exercised for the service of
all, then in the interests of simple
verity we should change the title
Thanksgiving to something vague
enough to signify the emptiness
that it represents.

\Jut on the range

it's "Howdy pardner, have a Chesterfield'*
That's true Western hospitality.
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A few pertinent details might
clarify the issue here. The popular
emphasis on the matter of giving
thanks seems to settle on the idea
of how comfortable we find ourselves. There is nothing wrong in
comfort. Man must satisfy both
Comforts,
aspects of his nature.
of themselves, however are meanWe should really be
ingless.
for the opportunionly
thankful
ties which our possession of these
comforts has given us to advance
If we have
our higher nature.
do not
comforts,
and
abundant
share them properiy, tnefi we have
no reason to be thankful. We are
only perverting a gift of God.
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smokers
X together, giving them exactly
what they want Chesterfield's
m RIGHT combination of the world's
ci£ are tte tobaccos is right
ror bringing

There is more downright
pleasure in Chesterfield's COOL
than in
anything else you ever smoked.
mildness
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better taste

If we see about us tremendous
wealth, and thousands of men ex-

isting on a pitiful parity of a living wage; if we talk loftily of the
Beautiful and the Good, yet are responsible by our neglect for people losing all spiritual concepts
whatever in a cheap squalor of
despair; if we orate on what the
power of love and charity can do,
but neglect to make any practical
attempt to foster them; if we do
any of these, how can we be thankful?
The idea of humility recurs. We
can only be thankful if we realize
our subjection to God and our responsibility to further His work by
the power He gives us. Such an
attitude of life does permit us to
live so that a Thanksgiving may
mean something. Such a Thanksgiving may properly be celebrated
in the restrained enjoyment of material pleasures. It is a far cry
from the almost purely animal observance of simple feasting.
The notions that we have included here are not Socialistic.
With that proper Christian discretion which may be used to regulate great possessions of wealth or
power, it could make democracy a
sound institution.
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FLYING CLUB
ZOOMS FORWARD
IN TAKE-OFF
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 2)

FRENCH ACADEMY
The next meeting of the
French Academy, to be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 30 at 3.15, will
feature panel discussions. The
subject of the initial talk will be
the French Revolution. Following the panel discussions, an
open forum will be conducted.
Plans for the annual French
Club soiree are now under consideration.

Ten Seniors Play Last Game

HAM and SPAM
(CENSORED)

dent, established an enviable record when he was selected to instruct Naval Flying Cadets at the
new Jacksonville Air Base.

To aid interested students the
Flying Club plans an ambitious
Student Air Program which will
include intra-service correspondence with B. C. men now flying for
the government.
The club is fast growing to be a
prominent activity in the social
life at the school. Under the capable leaders which it has chosen
for the current year, it should continue to advance in prominence and
prestige.

(Continued from Page 13, Col. 5)

McGOWAN DRAFTED
Justin McGowan, a quarterback
from Laconia and Tilton Academy
who starred early in the fall was
drafted at mid-season and is now
under the colors in the South
was the last of the Senior members of the squad.

FOR YOUR NEXT DANCE ENGAGE

New England's Outstanding College Band

BERT EDWARDS AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
Featuring

ST A. 3217

LEE NASH-Song Stylist

-

BEL. 4717 W

All these seniors have had the
unique experience of playing:
under three different head coaches.
In their freshman year they tried
Dobie's powerplays.
In their
sophomore and junior years they
used Leahy's fast Notre Dame
shift. In their senior year they
are now employing- Denny Myer's
tricky and deceptive "T" formation, a success formula.

JACK VILES

and his Orchestra

(formerly Bob Gleason)
featuring;
Al King on trumpet
(formerly with Vaughn Monroe)
and
Hardy Porter on drums
vocals by lovely Ruth Hynes
and Jack Viles
93 Hanover St., Lynn, Mass.
Tel. Ly 2-8415
Union

